




Since the outbreak began in December of 2019, COVID-19 has rapidly changed our lives across all areas of 

society. The virus has spread to more than 180 countries, becoming a serious global concern, and its rapid 

spread and high mortality rate have instilled fear and anxiety in people all over the world.  

Our nation, however, has remained resolute in the face of this crisis, with every sector of the Korean 

society working in unison to respond to the COVID-19 threat. The devotion and collaborative efforts made 

by the private sector, including the dedication of our medical workers, the active implementation of remote 

working by businesses, and the avoidance of social gatherings by the general public, have contributed 

significantly to stabilizing the COVID-19 situation in Korea, without disrupting people's daily lives. 

The government is also examining ways to overcome this national crisis by combining its expertise in 

dealing with past infectious diseases such as SARS and MERS, with the active cooperation of the civil sector. 

To this end, various government entities, including the Ministry of Science and ICT (MSIT), are exploring 

opportunities for utilizing science and ICT to ensure the safety of the general public.

Firstly, Korea has been looking into how science and ICT can contribute to securing rapid and accurate 

diagnostic technologies for COVID-19. In addition to policy measures such as emergency use authorization, 

Korea has succeeded in drastically shortening the development cycle for diagnostic kits through the use of 

its AI technology and high-risk pathogen research facilities. Moreover, AI algorithm for image analysis has 

made it possible to check for main symptoms of COVID-19 with existing equipment, such as X-rays.

Science and ICT are also being used in epidemiological investigations to prevent the spread of COVID-19  

in Korea. After the MERS outbreak in 2015, the government developed a data use manual for identifying 

the movements of people who have or are suspected of having an infectious disease and established 

an epidemiological investigation support system based on this manual by applying big data and cloud 

technology. Moreover, Korea's advanced ICT technology and infrastructure are being put to use in 

efficiently managing confirmed and suspected cases of COVID-19 through its AI Call Center, Self-Diagnosis 

Application, and Self-Quarantine Application.

Treatments and vaccines are essential to the eradication of COVID-19. Thanks to their outstanding 

capabilities and experience, Korean researchers were able to dissect the architecture of the COVID-19 RNA 

genome in high-resolution, and industry, academia, researchers, and hospitals have joined forces to carry 

out research on the development of vaccines and treatments.
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In addition, Korea is using its ICT infrastructure and technology to more effectively implement the 

government's "social distancing" and "distancing in daily life" policies, while minimizing inconveniences for 

the general public. The government has been providing support to facilitate the smooth transition to a no-

contact lifestyle, through initiatives such as remote learning, remote working and remote religious services. 

In addition, people were able to purchase face masks without worrying about a supply shortage thanks to a 

collaborative effort between the government and the private sector to provide the public with information 

about publicly-distributed face masks through the development and provision of applications and websites.

Due to these efforts, the spread of COVID-19 in Korea has been brought down to a manageable level. 

This has made it possible for Koreans to have hopes about getting back to their normal lives soon while 

complying with disease control measures. Yet, the scientific community is still concerned about the 

possibility of a second wave of COVID-19 emerging, as well as of infectious diseases becoming ubiquitous. 

Above actions have led to Korean practices becoming a representative model for infectious disease control 

and prevention. Korea has been sharing its science and ICT-oriented COVID-19 experiences with various 

countries and international organizations such as the G20 and the OECD.

The Ministry of Science and ICT published   How We Fought COVID-19: A Perspective from Science & ICT  to 

present an in-depth look into the government's efforts to overcome COVID-19 with science and ICT. It is my 

hope that this publication will allow us to share Korea's experiences with responding to COVID-19 with the 

world and serve as a guide to building more advanced infectious disease response systems throughout the 

world.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who are working day and night to overcome COVID-19, 

as well as those who devoted their time and energy into putting this publication together.

The Ministry of Science and ICT will continue to commit itself to overcoming this national crisis through 

innovation backed by science and ICT.
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Let's	fight	COVID-19	

together!



Introduction

COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 

2 (SARS-CoV-2). The most common symptoms of this novel coronavirus are fever, breathing 

difficulties, and pneumonia.

The first official case of COVID-19 was reported in Wuhan, China in December 2019. The WHO 

declared COVID-19 a pandemic on March 11, 2020. As of July 6, 2020, there have been over 11 

million confirmed cases, including more than 520,000 deaths. 

Korea had its first COVID-19 case confirmed on January 20, 2020. In February, there were 

concerns about a potential collapse of the country’s health system due to the rapid surge in 

confirmed cases linked to a religious sect, Shincheonji Church, centering around the city of 

Daegu.

However, thanks to the government’s prompt actions to contain the disease and the public’s 

active compliance with the disease control and prevention measures, the health system of Korea 

has survived intact. As of July, the COVID-19 situation in Korea is well under control, with the 

number of daily confirmed cases hovering around several dozens.

A variety of response measures to COVID-19 have played important roles in effectively containing 

the disease in Korea, in particular, the ones using science and ICT.

Science and ICT have contributed significantly to the development of test kits, the establishment 

of the Epidemiological Investigation Support System (EISS), and the research for finding 

treatments and vaccines, not to mention the policy supports for the general public and SMEs and 

the cooperation with foreign countries and international organizations.

This casebook contains the summary of Korea’s response measures to COVID-19 using science 

and ICT.

Chapter one to chapter three cover Korea’s efforts for testing, contact tracing, and treatment 

development; chapter four to chapter six focus on the stakeholders of the government’s science 

and ICT policies, ranging from the general public to SMEs to foreign countries and international 

organizations.

Each chapter lays out the background, purpose and details of each measure, together with 

diagrams and tables. Additional information can be found in the annex or at websites provided in 

the book.
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Testing
	

1-1. Test Kit Development Through R&D

●				Through	the	use	of	diagnostic	reagents	developed	by	domestic	companies,	Korea	was	able	to	take	

rapid	infection	control	measures	against	COVID-19.

●				The	rapid	development	of	test	kits	was	made	possible	due	to	government	R&D	investment	over	the	

years	and	the	emergency	use	authorization	system.

●				The	Research	Council	for	Infectious	Diseases	and	Medical	Devices	was	formed	to	promote	

collaborative	research,	offer	consultations,	and	provide	equipment	and	facilities	to	test	kit	

companies.

1. Introduction

COVID-19 diagnostic reagents can detect the presence of specific genes found in the COVID-19 

virus. The development of these COVID-19 diagnostic reagents has led to a significant reduction 

of time for diagnosis, from 24 to only six hours.

•    In Korea, the first COVID-19 diagnostic reagent (test kit) was developed and approved three 

weeks after the COVID-19 genetic sequence data was released. This test kit made it possible 

to rapidly diagnose and isolate the confirmed, thereby preventing the further spread of 

COVID-19 throughout the country.

2. Background & Purpose

When a new infectious disease emerges, it is crucial that a fast, accurate diagnosis method be 

determined so that an organized national infectious disease prevention and control program can 

be established. Due to the highly contagious nature of infectious diseases, rapid infection control 

measures - such as promptly screening confirmed persons and isolating those who have been 

in close contact with them - should be taken in order to prevent their spread. 

•    Past outbreaks in Korea, such as MERS and Zika, have highlighted the need to develop a 

technology to rapidly diagnose new infectious diseases. In response to the past and potential 
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future threats, various government bodies, including the Ministry of Science and ICT (MSIT), 

have been making investments in related R&D projects.

※   As of 2017, the government had invested KRW 28.6 billion in the infectious disease diagnosis technology 

field (Ministry of Science and ICT: KRW 15.9 billion; Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy: KRW 3.2 billion; 

Ministry of Health and Welfare: KRW 6.5 billion)

•    This consistent investment in infectious disease diagnosis technology has stimulated the 

growth of domestic diagnostic companies and secured their technological competitiveness.

The Emergency Use Authorization System (EUAS) was established following the outbreak of 

MERS to help ensure the smooth execution of testing and diagnosis procedures in the event of 

an outbreak of a new infectious disease. This system also made the rapid on-site application of 

the diagnostic reagents possible.

3. Research & Adoption

   On January 12, 2020, the COVID-19 genetic sequencing data, essential for developing diagnostic 

reagents to test for the disease, was released. Domestic diagnostic companies, eager to develop 

diagnostic reagents for the virus, immediately began analyzing the data.

•    The critical technologies for developing a diagnostic reagent are the screening of genes 

that are unique to COVID-19 and the development of a primer* that enables testing for the 

presence of COVID-19 by amplifying the gene.

*    Primers are short DNA strands attached to the gene to be amplified, meaning that only certain types of 

genes will be amplified.

•    Korean companies that had been able to secure such essential technologies from government 

R&D investment over the years, quickly began developing diagnostic reagents, starting with 

the design and production of primers based on COVID-19's genetic sequence.

In addition, the EUAS made it possible for the first COVID-19 diagnostic reagent to be developed 

and approved only three weeks after the genetic sequencing data was released.

Six companies obtained emergency use approvals through the system, with three of them having 

received investments from the MSIT to carry out R&D on infectious diseases (Table 1-1-1). 

•    KogeneBiotech received R&D funding through the "Development of Diagnostic Technologies 

for High-Risk Viruses" project, while Solgent and SD Biosensor developed diagnostic 

technologies through the "Development of a PCR Diagnostic Kit for the Zika Virus" project.
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Table 1-1-1. MSIT Support for Companies that Obtained Emergency Use Approvals

Company Category Project	&	Government	Funding

KogeneBiotech • Molecular diagnostics

•    Development of diagnostic technology for mosquito-

borne viruses using Multiplex PCR (2015-2020); a 

total of KRW 23.1 billion provided

SolGent • Molecular diagnostics

•    Development of detection kits for Zika/Dengue/

Chikungunya viruses (2016-2019); a total of KRW 20.5 

billion provided

SD Biosensor • Molecular diagnostics

•				Development of diagnosis technology for Zika/

Dengue/Chikungunya viruses based on PCR for 

isothermal nucleic acid amplification (2016-2019); a 

total of KRW 8.5 billion provided

4. Implementation

To lay the foundation for a continued growth of highly capable diagnostic companies in the 

country the MSIT has formed a council for infectious diseases and medical device R&D to help 

these companies secure technological competitiveness.

•    The council, named the Research Council for Infectious Diseases and Medical Devices, is 

made up of several major government funded research institutes* that specialize in the 

infectious disease and medical device fields (Figure 1-1-1).

*    The Research Council consists of seven organizations: the Korea Research Institute of Bioscience and 

Biotechnology (KRIBB), Korea Institute of Radiological & Medical Sciences (KIRAMS), Korea Institute of 

Machinery and Materials (KIMM), Korea Electrotechnology Research Institute (KERI), Korea Research 

Institute of Chemical Technology (KRICT), Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI), 

and BioNano Health Guard Research Center (H-Guard).

The Research Council is responsible for providing technology, equipment, and research 

networks in response to the demand for solutions to the difficulties companies face. For 

better efficiency, demands for support are required to be submitted to the Council through an 

integrated demand reception system.

The main roles of the Research Council are as follows: 1) to promote collaborative research 

among industry, academia, hospitals, and businesses; 2) to offer consultations regarding 

technologies and clinical studies; and 3) to provide equipment and facilities for companies to aid 

them with carrying out their R&D activities.
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Figure 1-1-1. The Research Council for Infectious Diseases and Medical Devices.

•    With regard to collaborative research, industry, academia, researchers, and hospitals 

cooperate based on the demand from diagnostics companies to develop technologies that 

reflect on-site needs. For technical and clinical advice, a medical-technology advisory group 

was formed from the outstanding pools of talent at hospitals and research institutes.

For equipment and facilities, supportive measures focus on providing facilities, such as BSL3 

(Biosafety Level 3), that are essential for conducting research on infectious diseases but difficult 

for small- and medium-sized businesses to acquire.

•    As infrastructure resources are limited, a selection committee, consisting primarily of 

government-funded research institutes, chooses beneficiaries based on the urgency and 

importance of their COVID-19 research.

•    A total of 32 applications for using BSL3 facilities were submitted from the industry, academia 

and researcher communities, with 15 applications having been approved following a 

committee review.  

Industry-Academia-
Researchers Collaboration

•  Multi-sensor-based diagnostic devices

•  Plasma sterillization decontamination

•  Biometric diagnostic devices

•  Radiological diagnostic devices

•  Testbed for new technologies

•  Create demand based on clinical studies

•  Molecular/immunological diagnostics 

    technologies

•  Support for expert groups

•  High intensity laser therapy 

•  Medical imaging system analysis

•  SMART infection data management

Medical-Technology
Advisory Group

Infectious Disease
Response Infrastructure

The Research Council for 
Infectious Diseases

and Medical Devices

•  Pathogen management(BSL3)

•  Pathogen management(BSL3) 

•  Safety assessment of medical devices

KOREA INSTITUTE OF RADIOLOGICAL & MEDICAL SCIENCES
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5. Implications

The use of diagnostic reagents developed by domestic companies made it possible for Korea 

to take rapid infection control measures against COVID-19. Other factors behind Korea's 

successful response to COVID-19 were the advanced technologies that had been accumulated 

over the years by domestic companies through government R&D investment and the EUAS.

To be prepared for new infectious diseases, which could break out at any time, the capabilities 

of domestic diagnostic companies will need to be continuously enhanced. In order to accomplish 

this, ongoing R&D investment and support will be needed.
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1-2. AI-Assisted Test Kit Development

●					Seegene,	a	Korean	molecular	diagnostic	company,	developed	a	COVID-19	test	kit	using	AI	

algorithms,	significantly	reducing	development	time	and	costs.		

●					Seegene's	COVID-19	test	kit	obtained	European	certification	(Feb	7,	2020),	and	10	million	tests	have	

been	exported	to	nearly	60	countries	in	Europe	and	Southeast	Asia.

1. Introduction

Seegene, a molecular diagnostic company in Korea was the first company in the world to use an 

artificial intelligence (AI) system to develop COVID-19 molecular diagnostic assays. These high 

multiplex real-time PCR* reagents are designed to simultaneously detect different DNA targets 

for both meningitis and various sexually transmitted infections. 

*    Polymerase Chain Reaction: An assay technique that can detect major pathogens in either a singular or 

multiplex manner.

Thanks to its artificial intelligence algorithms and expertise in developing PCR reagents, 

Seegene was able to significantly reduce the development costs and time. The task of developing 

a PCR reagent, which would normally take a group of 100 experts three months to accomplish, 

could be completed in only three hours using AI.

The AI-developed diagnosis reagents enabled an accurate and rapid diagnosis to be made from 

a single test. The time to get the test results was also greatly reduced, from 24 hours to six 

hours, helping to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

2. Background & Purpose

Korea began developing infectious disease diagnostic test kits on January 16, 2020*. The 

ability to rapidly produce diagnostic reagents and develop COVID-19 test kits was possible for 

several reasons: 1) the COVID-19 genetic sequencing data released by the National Center for 

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) of the United States; 2) the data and knowledge accumulated 

over the past 20 years for developing DNA diagnostic reagents; and 3) high-performance 

computers (similar in power to supercomputers) and AI algorithms.

* As of January 16, there had been no confirmed cases of COVID-19 in Korea. 
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Supportive government policies also played a role in the timely release of test kits. It typically 

takes about 12 months to progress from development to approval of a medical product. 

However, test kit development companies were able to obtain emergency use approvals for their 

products in just one week (February 12, 2020)* through the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety 

(MFDS) emergency use authorization system (EUAS)*.

*   The MFDS emergency use authorization system allows for, upon request by the Korea Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention (KCDC), a temporary use of reagents following a fast-track review process, when there 

are no approved or available alternatives in Korea.

* As of February 12, 2020, there were 28 confirmed COVID-19 cases  in Korea (no deaths) 

An AI diagnostic reagent was developed in just two weeks using an AI development system and 

was approved for use in one week, through the EUAS, before it would become widely adopted as 

a reagent to diagnose COVID-19.

3. Research & Adoption

┃ Automated Molecular Diagnostic Equipment ┃

Seegene was able to develop molecular diagnostic equipment through OEM partnerships. 

The company has also developed its own automated system for molecular diagnostics, which 

includes DNA extraction, a PCR reagent dispenser, automatic electrophoresis, POCT, real-time 

PCR, decapper, and other features necessary to supplement a molecular diagnosis.

┃ Molecular Diagnostic Solution (All-in-One Platform) ┃

Seegene's All-in-One Platform is a streamlined automated solution and comprehensive 

molecular diagnostic testing system that can simultaneously perform molecular diagnostic tests 

covering a broad spectrum of areas, including drug resistance, cancer and genetic disorders, as 

well as infectious diseases such as those which cause respiratory and digestive problems.

The All-in-One automated platform enables nucleic acid extraction from primary specimens, 

PCR setup, and real-time PCR, and comes with automated data analysis software (Figure 1-2-1).

The All-in-One Platform is able to simplify workflows using quick, easy-to-use processes and 

can be interlocked with a hospital laboratory information system (LIS) for more efficient data 

management.
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Figure 1-2-1. Seegene's All-in-One Platform enables detection of hundreds of infectious on a single 
platform.

4. Implementation

(Stage 1) Everything from automated nucleic acid extraction to PCR setup can be performed in 

an easy single-step process. Hands-on time is minimized and no manual pipetting is required, 

reducing the chances of contamination and data processing time (Figure 1-2-2 (A)).

(Stage 2) The real-time PCR system can detect up to five different fluorescent dyes 

simultaneously, making it suitable for the detection of multiple pathogens from one clinical 

sample (Figure 1-2-2 (B)). 

(Stage 3) The company's automated data analysis software allows for a fast and accurate 

analysis (Figure 1-2-2 (C)).

Hospital & lab
Interlocked with LIS

Automated nucleic acid
extraction and PCR setup

Real-time PCR Automated data analysis

Screening Veiwer

CT/NG

HPV	Typing

HPV	LR	Screening

HPV	HR	Screening

Consolidated
Software

Figure 1-2-2 (A). PCR Setup. Figure 1-2-2 (B). Detection by 
Real-time PCR.

Figure 1-2-2 (C). Automated 
Analysis.
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5. Key Features

The real-time PCR system, which can detect the presence of COVID-19, is able to make an 

early diagnosis of multiple infections (co-infections by more than one causal pathogen) as 

well as confirm the degree of certainty of infection and measure its severity using quantitative 

information about the infection, making it possible for customized treatment and care to be 

provided.

Seegene's COVID-19 test kit developed with AI algorithms obtained European certification (CE-

IVD) on February 7, 2020, proving its excellence. The company has exported 10 million tests to 

nearly 60 countries in Europe and Southeast Asia.

┃ Automated nucleic acid classification (PCR setup solution) ┃

Uncategorized nucleic acids can be automatically classified and prepared for PCR setup, which 

allows several samples to be tested at the same time. Seegene offers its Seegene Launcher 

software, which optimizes the number of samples able to be placed on between three and five 

PCR plates. Up to five PCR setups can be placed on one plate, reducing testing time and thus 

allowing more samples to be tested.

┃ Real-time PCR technology ┃

The real-time PCR technology can detect five different fluorescent dyes simultaneously, 

enabling a high multiplex test to be performed on a sample. The results can be obtained within 

30 minutes due to the rapid thermal circulation device, and accurate test results can be obtained 

by individually measuring the fluorescence signal of each well. Up to five channels can be used 

simultaneously with multiple results able to be confirmed per channel, and up to four devices 

can be managed on a single computer.

┃ Automated data analysis ┃

Instead of having multiple kinds of analysis software for multiple molecular diagnostic assays 

running on different platforms, the results of these assays can instead be confirmed using one 

consolidated software program. With an interface optimized for multiplex molecular diagnostic 

assays, color-coded interpretations of the results of each sample in a 96-well plate template is 

possible. The software also provides a convenient readout for multiple Ct values and a melting 

curve analysis. As the software is interlocked with the hospital's LIS software, this makes data 

accumulation and management possible as well.
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6. Implications

The COVID-19 crisis is an example of how a fast and wide adoption of diagnostic tools in the early 

stages of the spread of an infectious disease is a key to successfully containing and overcoming 

it. It is important for us to continue to seek ways to improve our ability to diagnose infectious 

diseases so that they can be successfully addressed in the future.
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1-3. AI-Based Clinical Diagnosis

●					AI	solution	developers	have	created	solutions	that	make	use	of	AI	to	quickly	and	accurately	read	

a	chest	X-ray	or	CT	scan,	easing	the	burden	on	medical	staff	and	making	it	possible	to	more	

efficiently	examine	and	treat	patients.

●					Results	can	be	obtained	within	5	seconds	of	uploading	a	chest	X-ray	medical	image	and	within	1	

minute	of	uploading	a	CT	medical	image.	

1. Introduction

In response to the prolonged global spread of COVID-19, medical AI solution developers such as 

Vuno, Lunit and Medical IP have made their AI-based chest X-ray and CT scan reading solutions 

available on their websites free of charge. The developers' AI software analyzes chest X-ray and 

CT images to detect major abnormal lung conditions, such as pneumonia, and assists doctors 

with making a diagnosis. The software can be used in any stage of the COVID-19 response 

efforts, from screening for suspected COVID-19 patients to observing the clinical progression of 

confirmed patients and conducting follow-up studies.

In several regions of Korea, including Daegu Metropolitan City, Gyeonggi Province, and 

Hongcheon-gun in Gangwon Province, AI-based medical imaging (e.g. X-ray) analysis devices 

have been installed at medical sites such as public health centers and local hospitals to reduce 

the burden on medical staff and enhance diagnosis efficiency.

2. Background & Purpose

When an infectious disease is spreading, it is important to quickly screen patients and prioritize 

accommodating those with the most severe symptoms, as there will still be a shortage of 

hospital beds and medical staff who can make a diagnosis even with equipment such as X-rays. 

It is also difficult to accurately make a diagnosis with relation to internal organs and lesions from 

just tomographic images such as a chest X-ray or CT scan, which were the first approaches 

used in attempting to diagnose COVID-19. Not only does it take a long time to read tomographic 

images but there is also a high chance of error. 

AI solution developers have created solutions that utilize AI to quickly and accurately read a 

chest X-ray and CT scan, easing the burden on medical staff and allowing for more efficient 
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examination and treatment of patients. These solutions came in the form of small AI devices that 

can be attached and connected to mobile X-ray machines in screening centers and ambulances. 

Images of the lungs of patients with severe COVID-19 symptoms can be quickly analyzed, and 

the results of the analysis are sent to the medical team to assist them with making a diagnosis.

3. Research & Adoption

Two-dimensional medical images, such as CTs and X-rays, that are processed through the 

Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) are stored in the Picture Archiving and Communication System 

(PACS). The stored data forms AI algorithms using deep learning to better read and analyze 

medical images (Table 1-3-1).  

Table 1-3-1. Components of AI-based Medical Image Analysis System

Category Note

PACS
•    PACS converts the results of the radiation test taken by X-ray or CT into a 

digital image and stores it in a large memory device

Medical Data
•    Data of confirmed and suspected COVID-19 patients should be provided by 

hospitals

AI Algorithms
•       Deep-learning-based medical data AI algorithms assist with detection of 

COVID-19 

GPU 

•    A GPU (3D graphics processor) that can compute two-dimensional X-ray 

and CT medical images into three-dimensional data improves service 

performance

4. Implementation

These AI-based COVID-19 screening systems can be accessed around the clock through each 

company's official website. Results can be obtained within 5 seconds of uploading a chest X-ray 

medical image and within 1 minute of uploading a CT medical image. This AI-based chest X-ray 

and CT medical image reading service software assists doctors with the detection of major 

abnormal lung conditions, using AI algorithms formed through deep learning by collecting 

medical data from partner hospitals.
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5. Key Features

For patients with respiratory symptoms, lung images such as a CT or X-ray scan are essential 

for diagnosing pneumonia, determining the severity of symptoms, treatment, and observation 

of progress. In order to effectively acquire these medical images, which help the examination of 

a patient's inner state and increase the value of the information they contain, it is important to 

actively use medical imaging to address COVID-19 issues.

┃ Medical IP ┃

•    Medical IP's AI medical image analysis software converts two-dimensional medical images, 

such as X-rays, CTs, and MRIs, into three dimensions so that organs and lesions in the body, 

which cannot easily be identified in tomographic images, can be more accurately examined.   

•    Medical IP's specialized COVID-19 software, which was developed based on this technology, 

can analyze pneumonia symptoms through CT images by both proportion (%) and weight (g), 

and has the advantage of allowing for the quick and accurate screening of COVID-19 patients 

whose pneumonia severity cannot be accurately measured from two-dimensional CT images 

alone (Figure 1-3-1).

Figure 1-3-1. MEDIP COVID-19 Main Functions (COVID-19 Virus Validation Process).
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•    The system can be downloaded and used free of charge from the company website (http://

medicalip.com/mobile/shop/covid-19.php) and is currently being used by 1,024 medical 

institutions and research institutes in 39 countries.

┃ Vuno ┃

•    The AI-based chest X-ray and CT scan reading aid solution optimized for COVID-19 by Vuno 

is a system that allows the user to obtain the results within five seconds of uploading a chest 

X-ray photo and within one minute for a CT photo. Vuno is the first company in the world to 

release an integrated chest-CT and X-ray solution that aids diagnosing pneumonia caused by 

COVID-19 (Figure 1-3-2).

•    The program is able to analyze a patient's chest CT scans and provide information about the 

volume and distribution of lesions, or detect major COVID-19 symptoms from chest X-rays. 

This enables the user to find out whether the lungs are in normal or abnormal condition, 

leading to the diagnosis of suspected patients and the efficient observation of confirmed 

patients' progress.

Figure 1-3-2. Vuno X-Ray & CT Scan Reading Solution.
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┃ Lunit ┃

•    The software provided by Lunit greatly assists COVID-19 X-ray medical image analysis. 

The company's AI algorithms are able to assist doctors with reading chest X-ray images by 

analyzing the images in a matter of seconds and detecting major lung abnormalities, including 

pneumonia, with 98% accuracy. So far, Lunit Insight CXR has been responsible for analyzing 

more than 3 million chest X-rays in 80 countries around the world.

Figure 1-3-3(A). CASE #1. This is a simple chest-shot photograph of a patient in the intensive care 
unit, with ground-glass opacity distributed in the lower parts of both lungs. Despite the complexity 

of the image, which includes various conduits and monitoring equipment, the Lunit Insight CXR 
accurately detected the lesions in the lungs. (Abnormality score: 72%)

Figure 1-3-3(B). CASE #2. Symptoms of multiple pulmonary consolidation lesions and ground-glass 
opacity across the middle-lower part of the right lung, confirming that Lunit Insight CXR correctly 

detected the lesions. (Abnormality score: 76%)

Prevent Senior, a large hospital in Brazil, is using Lunit's AI-based medical device to screen 

X-ray images of patients' chests prior to the doctor's reading, and maximizing medical efficiency.
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Tracing
	

2-1. Epidemiological Investigation Support System

●			The	Epidemiological	Survey	Support	System	(EISS)	can	quickly	identify	the	movement	of	confirmed	

COVID-19	cases	and	analyze	transmission	routes,	using	the	person's	location	data	and	credit	card	

transaction	history.	This	system	has	been	developed	and	is	run	by	the	Ministry	of	Science	and	ICT	

(MSIT),	Ministry	of	Land,	Infrastructure	and	Transport	(MOLIT),	and	Korea	Centers	for	Disease	

Control	and	Prevention	(KCDC).

1. Introduction

The EISS for COVID-19 is an online system that can rapidly collect and analyze data from related 

agencies and quickly identify the movements of confirmed COVID-19 cases, using functions 

such as transmission route analysis and infection risk area analysis. Whenever the KCDC or 

other epidemiological investigation agency requests data about confirmed cases from telecoms 

and credit card companies, the requested data is entered to the system after authorization from 

relevant agencies such as the National Police Agency, and it can then be visually checked within 

the system. Currently, the system is being upgraded for improved security and more precise 

epidemiological investigations. The improved version of the system will include additional 

functions such as additional data uploading, network analysis among confirmed persons, and 

the ability to predict areas at risk of an outbreak of infection.

2. Background & Purpose

In the wake of the 2015 MERS outbreak, Korea made amendments to the Infectious Disease 

Control and Prevention Act (IDCP Act) in December 2015 to allow the government to issue a 

request to relevant organizations, including telecommunications and credit card companies, 

to provide any data that is needed to carry out more scientific epidemiological investigations. 

Under the amended IDCP Act, organizations that receive such a request are required to comply 

therewith.

The MSIT laid the groundwork for epidemiological investigations by supporting KT Corporation 
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and the KCDC with the development of procedures and a manual for using location data provided 

by telecommunications companies and credit card transaction history through the Data Flagship 

Project in 2017.

The conventional contact tracing method involved the exchange of numerous documents with 

the National Police Agency to acquire location data from telecommunications companies. 

However, after the massive COVID-19 outbreak in 2020, a new, online authorization system 

has been put in place to improve the speed and efficiency of epidemiological investigations. This 

change was made possible due to the collaboration between the MSIT and the MOLIT, which had 

been developing a data collection and analysis platform for its smart city demonstration project.

As accurately identifying the transmission route is the first step in an epidemiological 

investigation, location data gathered from a variety of sources, including cellular base stations, 

credit card transaction records, public transportation use history, arrival and departure history, 

and medical institution visitation history, is used in addition to interviews with confirmed 

patients. However, linking all of the data using this method takes too much time and effort. 

Moreover, as identifying areas at risk of infection, transmission routes, and people who have 

come in close contact with a patient has to be done manually using this method, the vast amount 

of location data gathered is not being meaningfully used, making it difficult to obtain quick and 

accurate results.

Currently, to make up for these shortcomings and enhance the efficiency and accuracy of 

epidemiological investigations, the  government is supporting technology upgrades based 

on feedback from the KCDC, while sharing related technologies and know-how with foreign 

governments. 

3. Implementation

At the end of February 2020, when COVID-19 began to spread rapidly, the MOLIT, MSIT, and 

KCDC discussed the need for developing an epidemiological investigation support system for 

COVID-19, and subsequently launched the current version with essential functions in March 

(Figure 2-1-1). However, improvements still need to be made to the system, especially in terms 

of data security.

In order to overcome such limitations, the MSIT held talks with the KCDC and, under the 

Data Flagship Project, launched a Call for Proposals to Support the Response to the Spread 

of Infectious Diseases in April 2020. A project titled "Development of an Epidemiological 
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Investigation Support System to Respond to Infectious Diseases", jointly submitted by the KCDC 

and Korea Electronics Technology Institute (KETI), was selected and has been underway since 

May.

The purpose of this project is to upgrade the existing Epidemiological Investigation Support 

System, which is still a pilot project, to a level that can be deployed at the KCDC and other local 

government infection control organizations.
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Figure 2-1-1. Diagram of the EISS (Epidemic Investigation Support System).
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The system is designed to have three main modules: the Data Ingest Module, which collects and 

processes necessary data; the Data Analytics Module, which derives necessary data through 

data analysis; and the System Portal & User Interface, which displays the final calculated 

information to users (Figure 2-1-2). 

Figure 2-1-2. EISS Architecture.
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4. Key Features

The system supports epidemiological investigations through the data-based analysis of the 

movements of confirmed cases and areas at risk of infection, and an automated analysis of the 

infection prediction network. The system primarily consists of the following two functions:

┃ Fast & accurate transmission route identification based on data links ┃

The existing system requires human intervention each time that location data is extracted from 

the data provided by telecommunications companies, but the new system will feature automated 

extraction of base station location data.

In addition, the accuracy of epidemiological investigations will be enhanced through the use of 

one's arrival and departure history, provided by the Korea Immigration Service, and medical 

institution visitation history, provided by the Health Insurance Review and Assessment Service 

(HIRA) (Table 2-1-1).

┃    Development of epidemiological investigation support function based on data analysis ┃

Cellular base stations usually have different coverage ranges, varying from several hundred 

meters to several kilometers, so there are limits to how accurately the movement paths of a 

confirmed case can be identified from this data. Therefore, public and private data, such as 

information on road and alleyway use will be available as well to enhance the ability to analyze 

the movements of confirmed cases.

The server capacity will be increased and the algorithms will be advanced in order to make 

the high-precision and high-speed analysis of infection risk zones based on the location data 

of confirmed patients possible. The automated analysis and display of infection prediction 

networks based on the location data of confirmed patients will be added as well (Table 2-1-1).
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Table 2-1-1. Comparison of As-Is and To-Be of EISS

Category As-Is To-Be

System 

Architecture and 

Infrastructure

• Single database

•    Single website and 

application

•    Analytics node cluster for 

simple big data analysis

•  Multiple databases

•  Multiple websites and applications for 

increased availability

•  Additional analytics node clusters to improve 

big data analysis

Data Type

•    Location data based on 

cellular base station 

records

•    Location data based on 

credit card transaction 

records

•  Location data based on cellular base station 

records

•  Location data based on credit card transaction 

records

•  Arrival and departure history from the Ministry 

of Justice

•  Medical institution visitation history from the 

HIRA

•  Information on underlying medical conditions 

from the HIRA

Data Provision

Method

•    Manual upload 

by employees at 

telecommunications 

companies

•  Automatic upload (linked with 

telecommunications company's system)

Analysis of 

Confirmed Case 

Movements

•    Location-data-driven 

movement path analysis 

based on cellular base 

station records

•  High-precision movement path analysis 

based on links between cellular base station 

location data and public and private data

Analysis of 

Areas at Risk 

of an Infectious 

Disease 

•    Non-clustering in areas 

at risk of infectious 

diseases

•    Slow analysis due to 

heavy workload

•  High-precision information based on clustering 

of areas at risk of infectious diseases

•  Faster, optimized analysis

Infection 

Prediction Network 

Analysis 

•    Network analysis based 

on manual input of 

infection transmission 

routes

•  Infection prediction network analysis based 

on the movement paths of confirmed patients

User Interface

•    Basic functions

•    Functions focused on the 

KCDC

•  Additional functions for user convenience

•  Additional functions for the KCDC/metropolitan 

governments/county governments
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5. Implications

┃ Strict regulations on the use of personal data ┃

The collection of personal data for COVID-19 epidemiological investigations is allowed under the 

IDCP Act. The data is accessible only to key staff, such as KCDC epidemiological investigators, 

and no one other than interested parties can access or use the data. The EISS is used only for 

COVID-19 cases confirmed by the KCDC to trace their movements, and under the IDCP Act, 

information provided to other agencies shall be used only for tasks relevant to preventing 

the spread of an infectious disease. Only minimum information about the movement paths of 

confirmed cases is disclosed to the public, pursuant to relevant laws and regulations, to prevent 

the spread of the infectious disease. The system is temporarily operated only until the COVID-19 

outbreak is over, and all personal data collected by the system will be destroyed afterward.

┃ Contribution to overcoming a national crisis through active administration ┃

Despite the efficiency of data-based epidemiological investigations, it was still necessary to add 

functions such as the automation of data delivery systems, movement path identification with 

improved accuracy, and analysis of areas at risk. In addition, as the existing system was only 

established as a temporary measure using the Smart City Data Hub, its functions needed to be 

upgraded and stabilized.

In order to address these problems, the MSIT and KCDC desired to actively contribute to 

overcoming the national crisis by cooperating and simplifying the administrative procedures for 

the upgrade.

With this system, the nation will be able to more systematically protect its people from infectious 

diseases and establish itself as a global example of an ICT-driven response to infectious 

diseases.
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2-2.    Self-Diagnosis & Self-Quarantine Applications

●			In	order	to	ease	the	burden	of	managing	people	in	self-quarantine	and	solve	problems	related	to	

self-isolation	management,	the	Self-Diagnosis	and	Self-Quarantine	Applications	were	developed.

●			As	of	May	17,		the	rate	of	these	apps	stood	at	92.3%	(80.3%	of	domestic	cases,	94.4%	of	inbound	

traveler	cases).

1. Introduction

The Self-Diagnosis Application allows users to monitor suspected COVID-19 symptoms, which 

are difficult to check during the screening stage, on their own using a smartphone. If a suspected 

symptom of COVID-19 is detected, the application automatically provides the user with follow-

up management procedures, for example, links to health centers and diagnostic tests.

The Self-Quarantine Safety Protection Application (hereinafter referred to as the Self-

Quarantine Application) helps case officers to effectively monitor those who are isolating at home 

and check whether or not they have left their designated quarantine location, using smartphone 

GPS data. Should someone who is self-isolating leave their designated area, a notification is sent 

to the assigned case officer. The application also allows users to check suspected symptoms of 

COVID-19.

2. Background & Purpose

In order to prevent the inflow and spread of COVID-19, the government implemented special 

entry procedures* for travelers from China on February 4, 2020. Later, the special entry 

procedures were expanded to include travelers from Hong Kong and Macau (Feb. 12), Japan 

(Mar. 9), those on European air routes (Mar. 16), and lastly, all inbound travelers (Mar. 19). As of 

April 1, all travelers to Korea are required to quarantine for 14 days.

*   Collecting a special quarantine declaration, checking for fever, inquiring about the traveler's address and 

contact information during his/her stay in Korea, etc.

Due to the spread of COVID-19, the number of people being monitored in self-isolation increased 

significantly*. As self-isolation management therefore needed to be strengthened, this placed 

a higher burden on the civil servants responsible for contacting and managing self-isolating 
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people.

*    Number of self-isolating people: 32,403 (as of Mar 6) / Number of inbound travelers: 468,218 (Mar 1-Apr 30)

Along with the difficulties in confirming adherence to self-isolation through phone calls and 

visits, there were also cases in which self-isolating people left their designated quarantine 

location without reporting to their case officer. Repeated incidents such as this exposed 

problems with the self-isolation system.

※   The joint government inspection on self-isolation (Feb. 27-Mar. 12, 2020) pointed out a number of problems 

with self-isolation management, including people frequently leaving their designated quarantine location.

3. Implementation

The Ministry of Health and Welfare (MOHW) began developing the Self-Diagnosis Application 

to monitor the symptoms of inbound travelers in accordance with the implementation of special 

entry procedures, and launched the service on February 12 for travelers arriving from China, 

Hong Kong, and Macau.

Since then, as the special entry procedures came to be applied to a larger pool of travelers, use 

of the Application was expanded accordingly, and functions to improve the user experience 

have been added, such as multi-lingual services (16 languages) and passport number text 

recognition.

However, as the spread of COVID-19 led to a rapid increase in the number of people in self-

isolation, it became necessary to implement stronger self-isolation management policies, with 

local governments taking the lead. Accordingly, the responsibility of managing people in self-

isolation was transferred from the Ministry of Health and Welfare to the Ministry of the Interior 

and Safety on February 9, and the Ministry of the Interior and Safety continued development of 

the Self-Diagnosis Application in order to help local government case officers with their self-

isolation management duties.

Development of the Self-Diagnosis Application service was completed on March 7 (March 20 

for iOS), with it becoming mandatory for all inbound travelers to install the app following the 

implementation of self-diagnosis measures for such travelers on April 1.

※    Flight attendants, special entrants (diplomats, public officials, etc.), people staying at temporary living facilities, 

and people exempt from self-isolation instead install the Self-Diagnosis Application developed by the Ministry 

of Health and Welfare.
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Table 2-2-1. Progress of Government Measures Regarding the Application

Date Government	Measures Application

Feb 4
•    Special entry procedures introduced

    (China)
-

Feb 12
•    Special entry procedures expanded

    (Hong Kong, Macau)

•    Self-Diagnosis Application launched

    (China, Hong Kong, Macau)

Mar 7 - •    Self-Diagnosis Application service launched

Mar 19
•    Special entry procedures expanded

    (all travellers)

•    Self-Diagnosis Application expanded

    (all travelers)

Apr 1
•      Mandatory quarantine introduced

    (all travelers)

•    Self-Diagnosis Application becomes 

mandatory (all travelers)

In order to use the Self-Diagnosis and Self-Quarantine applications, it became necessary to 

collect the personal data, such as diagnostic and location data, of inbound travelers and those in 

self-isolation. To prevent infringement of the right to self-determination on the use of personal 

data, the applications will not collect user data until the user gives consent to the processing and 

use of personal data.

※  If a person in self-isolation does not gives her or his consent to the processing of personal data, she or he shall 

be closely managed by assigned case officers through phone calls and visits.

In addition, the Quarantine Act and Infectious Disease Control and Prevention Act were revised 

on March 4, 2020 to provide legal grounds regarding self-diagnosis (Table 2-2-2). The revisions 

include a new provision for the definition of "patients suspected of an infectious disease," a 

provision providing legal grounds for quarantine measures for inbound travelers and people 

in self-isolation, a provision giving the authorities the right to request information on patients 

suspected of an infectious disease, and a provision mandating that those who have been 

requested to provide the above information shall provide such information.
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Table 2-2-2. Revision of Acts Relevant to Quarantine

Major	Amendments	to	the	Quarantine	Act

•    The people shall actively cooperate with the State's policy in order to prevent quarantinable 

infectious diseases from spreading within and out of the Republic of Korea. (Article 3-3)

•    The Minister of Health and Welfare may request the heads of local governments to monitor and/

or isolate persons who have contacted someone with, or been exposed to, risk factors related 

to quarantinable infectious diseases, or to monitor and isolate their health conditions. (Articles 

15 and 17)

Major	Amendments	to	the	Infectious	Disease	Control	and	Prevention	Act

•    The definition of "patient suspected of an infectious disease"* has been added. (Article 2)

     *    Patient suspected of an infectious disease: Patients with an infectious disease; patients suspected of having 

an infectious disease; persons who may have come in contact with pathogens; persons who have stayed in 

quarantine or heavy inspection areas, have passed through the area, or who are feared to be infected; and 

persons who are feared to be infected due to exposure to infectious disease pathogens, etc.

•    The Minister of Health and Welfare, mayors, provincial governors or heads of other local 

governments shall hospitalize or quarantine patients suspected of having an infectious disease 

or take measures to hospitalize or quarantine such persons to prevent the spread of any 

infectious disease. (Act 49)

•    The Minister of Health and Welfare and the Director of the Korea Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention shall have the right to request relevant central administrative agencies, 

local governments, public institutions, medical institutions and pharmacies, corporations, 

organizations, and individuals to provide information on patients with an infectious disease 

and patients suspected of having an infectious disease, and those who have been requested to 

provide such information shall comply with the request. (Article 76-2)

4. Key Features

┃ Self-Diagnosis Application ┃

The Self-Diagnosis Application allows inbound travelers to check for symptoms of COVID-19 

(fever, cough, sore throat, and respiratory difficulties) for 14 days. If they become symptomatic, 

follow-up procedures will automatically be taken. These include reporting symptoms, placing a 

call to 1339, issuing a notification to a health center, and suggesting testing locations.
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Inbound travelers must install the Self-Diagnosis Application at the local or domestic airport 

of departure, submit a special quarantine declaration through the app upon arrival in Korea, 

enter contact information, and receive confirmation of the entered contact information. For the 

next 14 days, the user should check for symptoms of COVID-19 and submit the results each day 

through the application. 

If the user does not submit the results through the application, the assigned case officer will call 

the user to encourage him or her to submit a report of any symptoms, and go to a health center 

for testing if the user becomes symptomatic.

Main	Page Daily	Self-Diagnosis

Calling	1339 Register	Quarantine	Location

Figure 2-2-1. Screenshots of the Self-Diagnosis and Self-Quarantine Application.
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┃ Self-Quarantine Application ┃

The Self-Quarantine Application consists of a self-diagnosis function to check for COVID-19 

symptoms and a location checking function. 

For the self-diagnosis function, a person in self-isolation will need to check in twice a day and 

report if they have developed any symptoms, such as a fever, cough, sore throat, or respiratory 

difficulties, by submitting the results through the application. If they do not submit the results 

of the self-diagnosis, or become symptomatic, a notification is automatically sent to the user's 

assigned case officer.

For the location checking function, people in self-isolation should enter the address of their 

quarantine location into the application. If they leave the location, an automatic notification is sent 

to the case officer.

In addition, self-quarantine guidelines, the KCDC's COVID-19 hotline number (1339), and contact 

information for the assigned case officer are provided.

5. Implications

As of May 17, the installation rate of the Self-Diagnosis and Self-Quarantine applications 

stood at 92.3% (80.3% of domestic cases, 94.4% of inbound traveler cases), demonstrating an 

improvement of the management of inbound travelers and people in self-isolation and reducing 

the burden of monitoring them.

In addition, Korea is promoting international cooperation with countries around the world to 

overcome COVID-19 by sharing relevant information, such as application operation manuals 

and data management systems, while continuously striving to improve the user experience and 

expand the user base for the applications.
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2-3. Self-Quarantine AI Call Center

●				As	the	number	of	those	in	self-quarantine,	including	inbound	travelers,	increased,	the	AI	call	

system	was	introduced	to	enable	large	numbers	of	people	to	be	efficiently	monitored.

1. Introduction

Three districts in Seoul (Gangnam, Dongjak, and Gwangjin) used the AI call center system 

to monitor people under self-quarantine and inbound travelers and receive their daily self-

diagnosis results. The system helps manage the large number of people under self-quarantine 

and inbound travelers.

2. Background & Purpose

The number of people confirmed with COVID-19 in Korea began to increase in February, and the 

disease began to spread all over the world in March. Since April, 14-day self-isolation has been 

mandatory for all inbound travelers to Korea, so the number of people being monitored by the 

disease control authorities also began to soar.

As a result, there has been a surge in work at civil service offices in charge of making phone calls 

to Seoul residents under self-quarantine, such as Seoul City Hall and the 120 Dasan Call Center. 

However, following COVID-19 outbreaks among call center staff working in close spaces such 

as the Guro Call Center, increasing the number of call center staff was not an option, so another 

measure was needed.

Due to such circumstances, a call system using AI, which enables efficient monitoring without 

the need for significant manpower, was implemented to conduct daily monitoring and provide 

results on key subjects, such as people in self-isolation and international students.

3. Implementation

The AI call system calls key subjects residing in Seoul who need to be monitored, such as 

inbound travelers who have not installed the Self-Quarantine Application and international 

students, checks whether the call is received or not, and provides the results of the symptoms 
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monitoring and analysis (e.g. fever) (Figure 2-3-1).

The service provides daily monitoring results for people under self-quarantine and inbound 

travelers in the three participating districts of Seoul (Gangnam, Dongjak, and Gwangjin). The 

AI call system has been in operation for 35 days (April 3 - May 7) and has been responsible for 

monitoring a total of 27,143 people and discovering 379 people with COVID-19 symptoms in the 

process.

Figure 2-3-1. AI Monitoring Questionnaire for People under Self-Quarantine.

4. Implications

The AI call system provided daily monitoring results such as health status, reducing the burden 

on staff and improving  work efficiency. The system contributed to the ability to rapidly monitor 

large numbers of people.

The AI call system serves as a model case of AI system adoption, which is rare, and confirms 

the possibility of expanding the application of AI system into related fields, such as monitoring  

and opinion polls, which involve a large pool of people. After the operation of the call system 

concludes, there are plans to consider a gradual application of an AI system to public 

administration matters following an analysis of its effectiveness.

Check for symptoms(fever, cough) → Automatic result analysis → Report to the responsible  
department if symptoms appear

Information and knowledge sharing to prevent COVID-19

STEP 1

Identification

“I'm calling from the KCDC,
    Is this Ms/Mr...?”

“Do you have a fever
    or a cough?”

Continuous monitoring
if COVID-19 symptoms
appear

STEP 2

Check for
symptoms

STEP 3

Automatic
result

analysis
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2-4.    Location Data of the Infected

●				After	the	MERS	outbreak	in	2015,	the	government	made	amendments	to	the	IDCP	Act	(Dec.	2015)	

to	make	it	mandatory	for	telecommunications	companies	to	provide	location	data	of	the	confirmed.

1. Introduction

Pursuant to Article 76-2 of the IDCP Act, the infectious disease control authorities can request, 

through the police, that telecommunications companies provide the location data (movement 

paths) of patients who have or are suspected of having an infectious disease, and the 

telecommunications companies shall provide the authorities with the requested data.

2. Background & Purpose

After the MERS-CoV outbreak in 2015, the government made amendments to the IDCP Act 

(December 2015) to make it mandatory for telecommunications companies to provide the 

location data of confirmed patients for better accuracy in epidemiological investigations.

3.    Implementation

The IDCP Act was revised in  July 2015 so as to provide legal grounds for the following situation: 

during times when there is a high risk of the outbreak of an infectious disease, in order to 

prevent the spread of the disease, the Minister of Health and Welfare may request that the head 

of the relevant police station provide location data for patients with an infectious disease and 

persons who are likely to be infected by an infectious disease.

•    The December 2015 amendment to the IDCP Act clarifies the legal grounds for the party 

requesting the location data. Under the amended Act, at the request of the Minister of Health 

and Welfare, the head of the relevant police station shall provide a basis for requesting the 

provision of location data of persons with an infectious disease from the telecommunications 

service provider, and the telecommunications service provider who received such request 

shall comply with it unless there is a justifiable reason to do otherwise.
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Considering that the central and local governments are responsible for the prevention and 

management of infectious diseases and have an obligation to share the status of transmission 

of diseases, and that local governments are managing those who are feared to be infected, the 

amendment made to the IDCP Act in March 2020 added the heads of local governments (mayor, 

governor, head of a Gu/district, etc.) to the subjects who may request location data for patients 

with infectious diseases, in order to ensure a prompt response to infectious diseases.

The disease control authorities (Minister of Health and Welfare and the head of the local 

government), if necessary to prevent the spread of infectious diseases, can request, through the 

police, that a telecommunications service provider provide the location data of any persons who 

have or are suspected of having an infectious disease. The telecommunications service provider 

is obligated to fulfill the request and provide the location data to the disease control authorities 

via the police (Figure 2-4-1).

Figure 2-4-1. Location Data Request & Provision System.

•    The location data of the individual is strictly protected — the location data provided shall 

not be used for any purpose other than the work related to infectious diseases and shall be 

destroyed without delay once the work has been concluded. The IDCP Act clearly stipulates 

that any person who violates this shall be sentenced to up to two years in prison or fined up to 

20 million won. 

The location data of a patient with an infectious disease will be used by disease control 

authorities to quickly identify the movements and contact points of the patient and to carry out 

an accurate epidemiological investigation and any preventive measures.

4. Implications

The MSIT is able to provide relevant location data not only on weekdays but also on holidays, 

by cooperating with telecommunications service providers to support contact tracing and 

epidemiological investigations by the disease control authorities, thereby contributing to the 

prevention of the spread of COVID-19.
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Treatment
	

3-1.    Support for Treatment and Vaccine Development

●				A	drug	repositioning	council	and	a	pan-government	support	group	for	the	development	of	a	

treatment	and	vaccine	against	COVID-19	was	launched	in	February	and	April	respectively,	with	a	

public-private	partnership	being	formed	to	support	R&D	and	clinical	trials.		

●				An	R&D	consultation	body	consisting	of	government-funded	research	institutes	and	the	4	major	

Institutes	of	Science	and	Technology	(KAIST,	DGIST,	UNIST,	GIST)	was	formed	to	provide	various	

services	to	treatment	and	vaccine	development	companies.

1. Introduction

Korea successfully contained the spread of COVID-19 through prevention and control measures, 

but treatments and a vaccine are essential to fundamentally addressing the outbreak. The 

government has actively pushed ahead with the development of treatments and vaccines, 

although the process takes a long time and the chances of success are low. The government 

first supported research on drug repositioning, through which new medical indications can be 

discovered, and also supported research on new treatment and vaccine development.

Drug repositioning refers to research to find existing drugs that are effective against COVID-19. 

Since any existing compounds have been demonstrated as being safe, it is possible to conduct 

clinical trials to apply an existing treatment to patients after checking its efficacy through 

experiments on cells (Figure 3-1-1).

Figure 3-1-1. Drug Repositioning Process.
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2. Implementation

The government established a drug repositioning council, consisting of research institutes 

and other relevant agencies such as the Korea Research Institute of Chemical Technology 

(KRICT), Institut Pasteur Korea (IP Korea), and Korean Research Institute of Bioscience and 

Biotechnology (KRIBB), in February 2020 in order to swiftly reposition drugs and relevant 

supported research for emergency research purposes. Meanwhile, IP Korea and the KRICT 

have been screening studies to verify the efficacy of the drugs at the cellular level since March. 

KRIBB and the Korea Mouse Phenotyping Center (KMPC) have also started developing animal 

models to prove the efficacy of the identified drugs. Furthermore, the government built a 

cooperative framework with the Korean Society of Infectious Diseases (KSID) and the Ministry 

of Food and Drug Safety (MFDS) in order to rapidly share screening results and gather opinions 

from healthcare professionals. 

A pan-government support group for the development of a treatment and vaccine against 

COVID-19 was launched in April, bringing together the government, industry, academia, 

research institutes, and hospitals in an effort to overcome the crisis. The group is currently 

formulating policies at the request of professionals in the fields. In addition, an R&D consultation 

body consisting of government-funded research institutes and the four major institutes of 

Science and Technology has been formed as part of the support group's activities to support 

R&D for companies developing treatments and vaccines.

3. Key Features

┃ Drug Repositioning ┃

A cooperative system was established through the drug repositioning council, and studies have 

been swiftly conducted through holistic cooperation. IP Korea and the KRICT took the lead in 

pursuing screening that can verify efficacy at the cellular level (Figure 3-1-2). First, small-scale 

screening was conducted on candidate drugs which were reported to be effective in foreign 

science journals and media. Then, large-scale studies followed, with IP Korea and the KRICT 

screening approximately 2,500 candidates and 1,500 drug candidates, respectively.
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Figure 3-1-2. Drug Screening.

IP Korea discovered about 20 drugs that were effective against COVID-19, including ciclesonide 

and niclosamide. The research findings were published on bioRxiv on March 21. The clinical 

trial of ciclesonide, which had been found to be the most effective and which can also be directly 

applied to the lungs, was submitted for consultation to the KSID. The ciclesonide clinical trial is 

being conducted by Korea University Guro Hospital after receiving approval by the MFDS. The 

KRICT has also conducted screenings of drugs at the request of healthcare professionals and 

shared the results for major candidate drugs, such as Remdesivir, Chloroquine, and Kaletra, 

with the KSID. In addition, the KRICT has also verified the efficacy of Nafamostat, a prominent 

compound that is reported to be effective against COVID-19. Cell studies revealed that 

Nafamostat is highly effective, and the clinical trial, which is currently being led by Gyeongsang 

National University Hospital, was approved by the MFDS.

Meanwhile, preparations to perform animal testing are also being carried out to provide 

additional information. Starting in early April, KRIBB began working on developing a primate 

model confirmed with COVID-19. Development was completed in early May, and since then, 

KRIBB has been conducting primate tests on various candidate treatments and vaccines upon 

request by companies. In addition, the KMPC is developing genetically modified mice that can be 

infected with COVID-19. Due to the high price for, and limited numbers of, primates for animal 

testing, there is a great need to secure mice, which are both affordable and abundant. Thus, 

the mouse model is being actively supported. Considering the urgency of supporting relevant 

research, the government has secured a budget for emergency response research and a 

supplementary budget to support screening research, animal testing, and investigator-initiated 

trials.  
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┃ Support for Treatment and Vaccine Development ┃

Funding has also been provided to research the development of treatments and vaccines 

against COVID-19. Using its newly-developed platform to produce high-performance vaccines, 

the KRICT manufactured a candidate drug for COVID-19 and confirmed its ability to form a 

neutralizing antibody. The KRICT now intends to push forward with technology transfers and 

joint development with Korean companies. The government is also supporting key technology 

development to swiftly secure treatments and vaccines against new and mutated infectious 

diseases. Through this new project slated for 2021, the government plans to support the 

establishment of a new treatment assessment platform, the creation of a next-generation 

vaccine platform for the rapid development and application of vaccines, and the development 

and use of a model to assess a vaccine's productivity, safety, and efficacy.  

In addition, related ministries, such as the Ministry of Science and ICT (MSIT), the Ministry of 

Health and Welfare (MOHW), the Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (KCDC), 

and the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety (MFDS), are actively supporting the development of 

treatments and vaccines in the private sector through the pan-government support group. In 

the case of treatments, research on the development of blood plasma and antibody treatments 

is being actively supported, as they can be developed more quickly by using antibodies from 

recovered patients. Blood plasma treatment is a treatment that utilizes the high level of 

antibodies concentrated in the plasma of recovered patients, whereas antibody treatment 

utilizes antibodies selected from the patient's blood. Both treatments are being developed by 

several companies, with the government actively providing them with support in the form of 

R&D assistance, animal testing for safety and validity evaluation, and regulatory reform regarding 

licensing and approvals related to clinical trials.

Furthermore, government ministries are providing their full support for prominent vaccines that 

are in development. Three vaccine candidates are all now being developed by the private sector, 

and the pan-government support group is providing them with bio-safety facilities for efficacy 

assessment upon request, easing regulations for swifter development, and R&D support.

4. Implications

The most important factor in swiftly securing treatments through drug repositioning is the 

promotion of close cooperation between research institutes, the MSIT, the KSID, the MOHW, 

and MFDS. This collaboration has been the driving force in prompting the discovery of excellent 

drug candidates for clinical trials. It is necessary to continue maintaining these channels of close 

cooperation between the relevant agencies and ministries in normal times as well so that all 
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parties can quickly work together to stem the outbreak of a new or mutated infectious disease.

An effective R&D response system needs to be built, as new and mutated viral infectious 

diseases are expected to emerge periodically. Since the fundamental solutions to such 

outbreaks are treatments and vaccines, it is important to secure platform technology by 

continuously supporting related research on various infectious diseases. By creating a research 

hub that brings together the nation's decentralized research capabilities and resources with 

regard to epidemics, Korea will be able to systematically accumulate its research findings and 

quickly secure platform technology.  
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3-2. Uncovering the SARS-CoV-2 Transcriptome

●				An	RNA	research	group	at	the	Institute	for	Basic	Science	(IBS)	analyzed	all	of	the	RNA	transcripts	

produced	within	host	cells	by	SARS-CoV-2,	the	cause	of	COVID-19.	Their	work	has	contributed	

to	a	better	understanding	of	the	principles	of	the	propagation	of	the	virus	and	the	development	of	

treatments.

1. Introduction

A research team in the Center for RNA Research at IBS (Director: KIM V. Narry) analyzed the 

complete RNA transcriptome produced within host cells by SARS-CoV-2, the cause of COVID-19 

(Figure 3-2-1). IBS researchers found the exact locations of genes on the long viral genomic 

RNA and reported RNAs, which could not be identified by conventional analysis methods. They 

also found at least 41 chemical modifications on the viral RNAs. Using this information, Korean 

researchers were able to provide a genetic map to solve the complex and hidden secrets of 

SARS-CoV-2 (Figure 3-2-2).

2. Background & Purpose

New cases of coronavirus abroad started to emerge in January, and confirmed cases began 

to appear in Korea starting in February. The IBS Center for RNA Research, one of the world's 

best RNA research institutes, has conducted studies on various strains of viruses. In particular, 

CHANG Hye-sik, a bioinformatician, had introduced and developed a technology to analyze 

RNA sequences several years prior, making the IBS center ready to analyze COVID-19's RNA 

sequence.

The IBS research team intended to carry out a study that could contribute to society. In February, 

when the team received samples from the KCDC and started experiments, Daegu City was 

already witnessing a skyrocketing number of confirmed cases. The team worked around the 

clock, experimenting and analyzing the virus, and was able to submit the paper in mid-March. 

The journal Cell, the world's most renowned publication in the field of biology, swiftly completed 

its peer review and revision so that it could release the paper in early April.

The Korean research team was able to finish the work, which normally takes several months, 

in such a short period of time because the Center had been preparing itself for such task ahead 

of time. The IBS also gave support to the Center with cutting-edge analysis equipment and put 

many bright scientists in the group.
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3. Research & Adoption

Once the IBS research team decided to conduct the SARS-CoV-2 study, the researchers busied 

themselves with obtaining samples of the virus. The Center did not have a Biosafety Level 3 (BSL 

3) laboratory, which was necessary for their research, so a request for assistance was made to 

the KCDC's National Institute of Health (KNIH). The KNIH provided samples of the viral nucleic 

acid (inactivated virus), on which could be experimented in the IBS research center's BSL 2 lab 

and the team could successfully complete the analysis.

4. Implementation

The IBS Center for RNA Research analyzed the RNA transcriptome using two next-generation 

sequencing techniques. The first was nano-pore direct RNA sequencing, which allows for the 

analysis of the entire long viral RNA without fragmentation. Generally, RNA is cut and converted 

to DNA before the analysis, but this method enables the direct sequencing of RNA without any 

preparations.  

The other technique, DNA nano-ball sequencing, cannot analyze the entire genomic 

sequence at once, but it can analyze large quantities very accurately. The pairing of these two 

complementary sequencing techniques is behind the success of the research team's study.
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Figure 3-2-1. The Life Cycle of SARS-CoV-2.

Figure 3-2-2. Composition of Genomic and Subgenomic RNAs of SARS-CoV-2, and Schematic 

Diagram of Virus Particle Structure.
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3-3. Public & Private Collaboration

●				Government-funded	research	institutes	in	the	field	of	science	and	technology	have	promoted	R&D	

for	infectious	diseases	and	contributed	to	overcoming	the	national	crisis	caused	by	COVID-19.

●				The	institutes	supported	the	sharing	of	labs	for	infectious	viruses	with	private	companies,	supplied	

filters	for	face	masks,	and	conducted	research	on	medical	goggles	and	air	purifiers.

1. Introduction

Government-funded research institutes in the S&T field have excellent research infrastructure, 

and have demonstrated brilliant results. These institutes have promoted R&D on viral infections 

such as COVID-19, and have contributed to overcoming the national crisis caused by the 

pandemic through outstanding infrastructure and R&D outcomes. Support of BSL3 labs for 

companies, production of filters for face masks, and support for innovative products developed 

through R&D such as medical goggles and air purifiers are just some of the examples of their 

efforts. 

2. Background & Purpose

After suffering the MERS outbreak in 2015, the government felt that there was a need to 

promote related R&D and invest in strengthening the country's R&D capacity to respond to 

infectious diseases. Multiple research institutes came together to form a convergence research 

group in 2016, and this group has been developing solutions to infectious diseases since 

then. Individual institutes also have conducted various R&D activities which can contribute to 

overcoming infectious diseases, from the perspective of the full cycle of an epidemic (prevention, 

treatment, control, management). 

The government and government-funded research institutes should contribute respectively to 

overcoming a crisis triggered by an infectious disease by developing vaccines and treatments 

over the long term. However, as proven by the precedents set by the SARS and MERS outbreaks, 

the process is extremely time-consuming. Therefore, the government prepared a swift support 

process so that research facilities and the findings of government institutes can be used for 

prevention and control in emergencies.  
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3. Implementation 

Around the time in late February when community spread started and the COVID-19 crisis 

worsened, the government explored ways to tackle the crisis with the resources and superb 

technological capabilities of the government-funded research institutes. An extensive pool of 

ideas were collected and reviewed, and the government formulated detailed action plans, such 

as providing infection prevention and control supplies, producing face mask filters when in 

short supply, and sharing research infrastructure with the private sector to support vaccine and 

treatment R&D.  

However, there were technological and institutional challenges in the unprecedented disaster 

triggered by COVID-19. In the case of donating medical goggles or air purifiers with antiviral 

filters, institutional support and an optimization process were needed to mass-produce pilot 

products. Also, an institutional basis was needed for providing research infrastructure, since it 

constituted the sharing of public assets with the private sector.   

To address the related issues and provide the infrastructure as planned, the R&D Outcome 

Policy Bureau at the MSIT hosted a videoconference with government-funded research 

institutes and related officials, in order to explore solutions and the issues that arise during the 

response process by staying in frequent communication with the concerned parties.

4. Key Features

Since the COVID-19 situation was drastically deteriorating, each institute swiftly implemented 

the support measures which were available within the current system. The cases were as 

follows.  

┃ Support for Sharing BSL3 Labs ┃

•    It is mandatory to study high-risk viruses in BSL3 labs, but it was hard for companies to build 

such an expensive facility on their own.

*    Biosafety level 3 (BSL 3): A biosafety level is a set of biocontainment precautions required to study 

dangerous biological agents such as COVID-19 and SARS, and the levels are managed by the KCDC.	

•    The government supported companies developing treatments and vaccines by allowing them 

to share BSL 3 labs established by KRIBB.

•    Applications were accepted via the Korea Biotechnology Industry Organization and KRIBB 

websites, and the companies received assistance in assessing the efficacy of their candidate drugs.

※   Thirty two applications from academia and industry were accepted → Fifteen cases received support, 

considering significance and urgency
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┃ Supply of Meltblown Filters for Face Masks ┃

•       Due to the worsening COVID-19 outbreak, the supply of face masks in Korea failed to meet 

the rising demand; so the government introduced a five-day rotation system for distributing 

masks through public retailers. Tackling this shortage of face masks became increasingly 

critical in responding to COVID-19.   

•       To help address this problem, the facility operated by the Korea Institute of Industrial 

Technology was used to produce meltblown fabric filters, with support being provided in 

accordance with Ministry of Trade, Industry, and Energy measures. 

•     However, in order to ensure proper performance of the filters, it was necessary to analyze 

the experiments and optimization process, since this was the first attempt to transition a pilot 

research facility into one that mass-produces face masks. Researchers had to work many 

late nights to ensure the safety of the procedures for optimization. (Feb. 25-Mar. 18)

Table 3-3-1. Mask Filter Production and Support Using Research Facilities

Date Details

Mar 17
•    (Support for) Gangneung City

•    (Details) 180 kg of non-woven fabric for respirators (produces 90,000 masks)

Mar 27
•    (Support for) National Election Commission (Purion)

•    (Details) 308 kg of non-woven fabric for respirators (produces 150,000 masks)

Apr 2
•    (Support for) Ministry of Health and Welfare (Kuma Electron)

•    (Details) 300 kg of non-woven fabric for medical masks* (produces 300,000 masks)

Apr 9
•    (Support for) Ministry of Health and Welfare (KM Healthcare)

•    (Details) 307 kg of non-woven fabric for medical masks (produces 300,000 masks)

Apr 20
•    (Support for) Ministry of Health and Welfare (Kuma Electron)

•    (Details) 300 kg of non-woven fabric for medical masks (produces 300,000 masks)

Apr 29
•    (Support for) Ministry of Health and Welfare (KM Healthcare)

•    (Details) 300 kg of non-woven fabric for medical masks (produces 300,000 masks)

Total
•    (Respirators) 488 kg (produces 240,000 masks)

•    (Surgical masks) 1,207 kg (produces 1,200,000 masks)

※   Non-woven fabric for medical face masks (surgical or dental masks) weighs 20 g/m² (Non-woven fabric for KF94 

respirators weighs 40 g/m²) 
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┃ Donation of High-Performance Medical Goggles ┃

•    The struggles of healthcare professionals in the fight against COVID-19 saddened and touched 

the hearts of many. As protective suits can get sweaty and the medical goggles can fog up,  

essential personal protective equipment sometimes became an obstacle to their work.

•    KIST applied its nano-structure technology to the production of high-performance anti-fog 

goggles to help those at the forefront of the COVID-19 fight. This technology is used to form 

super-hydrophilic nano-structures on the surface of the glass so that water vapor will turn 

into water droplets (Figure 3-3-1).

•    Since the new goggles were a pilot product and lack a facility for their mass production, pilot 

production was made possible through collaboration with another company, and the products 

were donated to the Korea Institute of Radiological and Medical Sciences. (Thirty five pairs of 

goggles on April 16)

┃ Provision of Air Purifiers with Antiviral Filters ┃

•    As COVID-19 is transmitted through respiratory droplets, indoor air management became 

critical for preventing and controlling epidemics in public facilities. 

•    The Korea Institute of Civil Engineering and Building Technology (KICT) donated air purifiers* 

equipped with antiviral filters to places that had witnessed a spike in confirmed cases. 

Furthermore, the Institute transferred its technology for use** in key public facilities, such as 

polling stations for the 21st legislative elections and train stations. 

*    Twenty six air purifiers donated to COVID-19 screening centers in Daegu City, North Gyeongsang Province, 

and Busan City (as of March 2020)

**    Three companies, including Bentech Frontier, signed contracts (as of April 2020), seven companies, 

including Nuritech, are preparing to sign a contract (as of May 2020)

Figure 3-3-1. Comparison of Nano-coated 
Part inside the Goggles.
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 Social Distancing
 

4-1. Forecasting Models for the Spread of COVID-19  

●   The Korean government used its COVID-19 spread forecasting model, which enabled it to make 

effective policy decisions to contain the virus.

1. Introduction

In order to efficiently contain and prevent COVID-19, it is necessary to make predictions on how 

the virus will spread based on scientific data and evidence.

•    The government is aiming to anticipate COVID-19's spread using a macro perspective, and 

also by observing the effects of the policies it has taken to curtail the virus' spread so that 

more effective policy decisions can be made going forward to effectively contain the outbreak. 

•    Support has been provided for research that seeks to predict the spread of COVID-19 in 

various ways. The government has endeavored to share data that can be used within said 

research to the extent that can be disclosed and to build a domestic network of researchers.

2. Background & Purpose

It is important to predict how the coronavirus spreads and how many confirmed cases can be 

expected in order to successfully contain this highly infectious virus so that resources are used 

most effectively to control the outbreak. 

•    Advanced countries such as the U.S. and U.K. have drawn results on predicting the spread 

of COVID-19 by simulating a variety of hypothetical scenarios, such as if social distancing 

practices are not implemented, through scientific data like infection rates and contact cases. 

More specifically, the policy-making process for virus containment policies actively reflects 

the results issued on March 16 by the Imperial College London. 

As the need to predict the spread of the virus to better support policy-making has increased, 

Korea has been focusing on research based on scientific evidence to predict the spread of 

COVID-19. 
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•    A variety of methodologies have been used, such as the compartmental model, whereby 

researchers split the population into different compartments, or groups, from a macro 

perspective, and the actor-based model, which focuses on specific characteristics, such as 

the health information and travel paths of individuals.

•    Research has been carried out by using various methods, such as mathematical modeling and 

computer simulation. 

3. Research & Adoption  

As soon as the first case of COVID-19 in Korea a meeting of experts was held in March at the 

Ministry of Science and ICT (MSIT) to try to predict the spread of the virus. The meeting aimed 

to promote research capabilities across various fields, including early alert research programs, 

using prediction models on the spread of infectious diseases that had been carried out since the 

MERS outbreak, as well as research predicting the spread of infectious diseases carried out by 

individual researchers.  

At the meeting, discussions were focused on information already acquired for predicting the 

spread of COVID-19, and information that needs to be shared. The current status of research 

programs was also shared, and a research network for predicting the spread was established.

•    (Data provision) In partnership with KT, a Korean telecom operator, foot traffic and 

international roaming data, based on telecommunications data from carriers, was made 

available free of charge for public research purposes on April 1. 

  -    Statistical data collected by the Korea Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (KCDC), 

such as health information on confirmed cases and epidemiological data has been provided 

to researchers to help them predict the spread of COVID-19. 

•    (Network establishment) To promote Korea's research capabilities in predicting the spread 

of COVID-19, a research network comprised of relevant agencies and researchers was 

established to make the data and research necessary to predict the spread of COVID-19 

available.

In addition, the KCDC informed the MSIT of the list of projects that need to be launched 

immediately in response to COVID-19. The MSIT is carrying out research on one of the 

suggested research projects, a project to predict the spread of COVID-19, and ongoing support 

will be provided so that the medical authorities in charge of dealing with the coronavirus 

outbreak can refer to them in the event of a second COVID-19 wave.
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4. Implementation

More accurate and detailed predictions on the spread of COVID-19 will be possible in the future, 

by using the data provided to researchers and have it reflected in the policy-making process. 

•    A case in point is the Individual Simulation for Transfer phenomena, a supercomputer-

based modeling method used by the Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST). This 

modeling method analyzes individual actions by using probability to predict the spread of 

infectious disease through the use of statistical data such as household trends, population 

density by region, and traffic database information, and also employs big data such as 

telecommunications data and machine learning techniques. 

  -    A prediction was made about the spread of COVID-19 using these measurement values up 

to May 5, and the accuracy has been assessed by comparing the measurement values with 

the predicted values since that date.  

•    The results showed that if comprehensive social distancing measures had not been put in 

place at the end of February, when the number of confirmed cases in Daegu skyrocketed, the 

number of infections in Korea could have rose to a maximum of 4,000 per day (Figure 4-1-1). 
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Figure 4-1-1. Analysis of Effect of Social Distancing Measures.

The research results showed that the efforts to contain the coronavirus in Korea have been 

successful, and this has highlighted the importance of social distancing practices to the general 

public.

5. Implications

It is critical to collect as much data as possible for an accurate prediction of the spread of 

COVID-19. While it is important to collect information through partnerships with agencies in the 

public sector, such as the KCDC and local governments, support from private entities such as 

telecom operators is also crucial. 

•       Taking the initiative in providing and sharing information is critical, as illustrated by big data 

such as data on travel between regions and roaming information from telecom data provided 

by the telecom operator KT, could contribute significantly to improving accuracy when 

predicting the spread of COVID-19. 
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4-2. Publicly-Distributed Face Mask Information Service 

●   Information on masks, including mask stocks at retailers such as pharmacies, post offices, and 

designated grocery stores, can be obtained via mobile applications or web services.

●   The government releases sales data of masks to develop a real-time mask monitoring mechanism 

using mobile application.

1. Introduction

The publicly-distributed face mask information service provides the public, via mobile 

applications or web services, with information on mask stocks at public retail platforms such as 

pharmacies, post offices, and designated grocery stores.  

The government, through a public-private partnership, discloses the sales data of publicly-

distributed masks, and developers and businesses from the private sector utilize this data to 

develop and provide app and web services. 

As of May, over 150 mobile apps and web services have been made available for publicly-

distributed masks, with 94% of the people purchasing them using such services.

2. Background & Purpose 

In order to prevent the spread of COVID-19, the health authorities implemented policies for 

wearing face masks, such as emergency measures regarding publicly-distributed masks (Feb. 

26) and a five-day rotation face-mask distribution system, which limits the purchase quantity 

per person. (Mar. 9).

However, due to insufficient supply of masks, as well as the lack of information on mask sales 

channels and stocks, the number of complaints and inconveniences raised by the public 

increased rapidly, so it became necessary to supplement the existing policies.

As a result, a decision was made to provide the information on mask stocks at each retail 

platform in order to improve the effectiveness of the mask supply system.
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3. Implementation  

A variety of solutions have been considered for providing the data on the sales of publicly-

distributed masks effectively, such as modifying the existing public health apps and developing 

a new system. However, considering the urgent situation, a decision was made to carry out a 

public-private partnership (hybrid partnership model) where the government discloses the data 

on the sales of publicly-distributed masks and the private sector develops application services 

based on the data, through an open discussion between the developer community, businesses, 

and relevant agencies (Figure 4-2-1). 

The MSIT played a critical role in providing the service in partnership with relevant institutions 

such as the Ministry of Health and Welfare, Ministry of the Interior and Safety (MOIS), National 

Information Society Agency (NIA) and Health Insurance Review & Assessment Service (HIRA), 

as well as cloud computing companies and developers. 

Since March 5, data that can be disclosed from the raw data provided by HIRA has been defined 

through a partnership with developers from the private sector. A system that uses sample data 

began testing on March 7 after going through data conversion, and a cloud-based data provision 

platform was established.

The MSIT gave a briefing on the launch of the service together with relevant agencies on March 

10, and disclosed the data at 19:00 on the same day. On March 11, one day after the data was 

disclosed, 16 application services, including Naver, Kakao, Goodoc, and Ddocdoc, as well as 18 

mobile web services, were launched. 

The data on publicly-distributed mask sales collected from retailers via large-scale purchases 

prevention system by the HIRA healthcare facility portal website are converted into publicly the 

disclosable data on the public data portal website operated by NIA. PaaS-TA*, the cloud alliance 

which offers free services, discloses this public data to the private sector via open API. 

* The PaaS-Ta cloud alliance consists of four cloud computing companies: Naver, KT, NHN, Koscom
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Figure 4-2-1. Publicly-Distributed Mask Information Service via Public-Private Partnership.

The MSIT has promoted the service to enhance its efficiency and made a recommendation to 

make the font sizes of the apps larger for the "underprivileged of the information society," such 

as the elderly and the visually impaired. In addition, video clips giving guidance on how to use 

mask apps have been created and shared via professional broadcasting channels and Youtube.

* App font size was made larger for the elderly ("Big Letters" logo put on portal sites)

**    Video clips providing guidance on the use of mask apps were distributed over the internet, and news in sign 

language was distributed.   

In addition, the Korea Internet and Security Agency (KISA) has established a cyber security 

hotline with HIRA and private service providers to enhance the security of mask app services, 

and also conducted security checks and monitoring. 

As of May, over 150 web and app services for masks launched publicly in order to provide 

information in real time. During the early stages of the service, between March 11 and the end of 

March, there were a total of 510 million views on mask sales information, demonstrating that the 

services are widely used by the general public.

A survey of the general public and pharmacists was conducted, and 93.8% of the people who had 

purchased masks before responded that they had experience with using the mask app service, 

while 91.4% responded that the mask app was helpful for making a mask purchase (Figure 4-2-2).
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Furthermore, 90.4% of the general public and 93.0% of pharmacists said that the service has 

contributed to reducing anxiety among the general public, and 89.4% of the general public and 

88.7% of pharmacists said that the service has contributed to making the policy on publicly-

distributed masks more effective. 

Since the adoption of the publicly-distributed mask information service, complaints from 

pharmacies about the publicly-distributed mask policy dropped from 480 cases on March 11 

to 50 cases on March 13, and decreased to just 10 cases in the third week of March. This shows 

that the mask information service contributed to reducing the burden on retailers (Figure 4-2-3).
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Figure 4-2-4. Media Coverage on Publicly-Distributed Mask Information Service.

"I could buy two masks in less than five minutes after queueing by 

accessing the website for finding publicly-distributed masks with my cell 

phone, instead of having to visit several pharmacies and ask whether 

they have any masks in stock. This saved me time and effort, as I didn't 

have to go all over the place in the cold weather just to buy masks."  

"I could buy masks in 5 minutes today," compared to one week before the implementation of the 

five-day rotation mask distribution system (Mar. 16, Newsis)

A student from Gwangju High School developed a smartphone app 

that shows mask stocks is drawing attention. The student explained, "I 

developed this app, which provides information on mask stocks, to help 

resolve some of the difficulties the general public has been experiencing 

in finding publicly-distributed mask retailers." 

Gwangju High School student develops an app that shows mask stocks 
(Mar.18, Hankyoreh)

On March 10, which was before the launch of the mask information 

service, the rate of pharmacies which sold all of their masks stood 

at 67.9%. After the launch of the service, on March 21, the rate had 

increased to 86.4%, an 18.5% increase. This means more people are now 

purchasing masks from pharmacies with mask stocks by using a mask 

app. Since the launch of the mask information service, many people now 

say that it has become possible to buy a mask, whereas before, it took 

some effort to search nearby retailers.   

"The mask app worked!" - pharmacies selling out masks increased from 68% to 86% 
(Mar.23, Money Today)

The COVID-19 pandemic has triggered fear across the globe. To tackle 

the COVID-19 outbreak, apps that provide information on publicly-

distributed masks in Korea were rapidly released. These apps are based 

on public data provided by the government, so many consumers feel 

they actually help with purchasing masks. This is expected to reduce the 

recent chaos from people trying to purchase masks.  

Who would have known how Korea, an IT powerhouse, could easily launch mask apps?  
(Mar.24, Insight Korea)
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4. Implications  

In order to further use the public-private partnership model based on ICT, such as through the 

mask information app service, various campaigns will be carried out, including the "Challenge to 

Resolve Issues Closely Related to People's Daily Lives" and the "Contest for Providing Solutions 

using AI."
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4-3. Support for Remote Learning

●   Following the decision to reopen schools with online classes due to COVID-19, the MSIT sought to 

support stable access to the online education system and a learning-friendly environment.

1. Introduction

Following the unprecedented decision to reopen schools with online classes due to the COVID-19 

outbreak, Korea began to provide online classes using its world-class telecommunications 

network and ICT infrastructure. To ensure that the 5.5 million students nationwide have 

stable access to the system and can enjoy a "learning-friendly" environment, the MSIT has 

strived to guarantee the rights of students to learn and to build a future infrastructure for 

remote education through supporting the use of educational content within the broadcast 

and telecommunications industries, providing support with the distribution of smart devices, 

increasing the number of servers to ensure a stable network, and stabilizing the system.   

2. Background & Purpose 

Due to the rapid spread of the coronavirus, the Ministry of Education (MOE) made the decision 

on February 23 to temporarily postpone the beginning of the school semester, which was 

originally scheduled to restart on March 2, at elementary, middle, and high schools nationwide, 

to prioritize protecting the safety of students. Despite being forced to postpone the beginning of 

the school year numerous times, the educational authorities decided to gradually start remote 

learning classes in each grade beginning from April 9, to prevent the students from missing out 

on valuable learning time. The MOE and MSIT made efforts to minimize the disruptions resulting 

from the unprecedented move to online classes, promptly responding to this matter by working 

together with the private sector in areas that need support despite having a short amount of 

time to prepare.
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3. Key Features

┃ Supporting the access to educational content, including EBS ┃

The MSIT partnered with three telecom operators to temporarily apply a zero-rating by 

exempting certain educational websites, including Education Broadcasting System (EBS), from 

data allowance fees while the remote learning system was being adopted. This allowed students, 

parents, and teachers to access educational content via smartphone without having to apply, 

establishing an infrastructure for a seamless remote learning system.

In order to support students who mainly watch EBS content via TV, such as those in junior 

grades at elementary school, additional pay TV channels were acquired, including on IPTV, 

satellite TV, and cable TV, to ensure the prompt transmission of broadcasts for these grade 

levels. In addition, to efficiently utilize the limited channel resources, the period for channel 

registration was significantly shortened (two months → two days) through proactive public and 

private partnerships to guarantee the learning rights of students.

┃ Providing support for the vulnerable including low-income families ┃ 

Although the MOE and city and provincial educational authorities obtained some smart tablets, 

there were difficulties in acquiring sufficient supplies in a short period of time, as approximately 

300,000 smart tablets were needed to reopen schools with online classes. Considering that 

the children of low-income families face economic hardships with purchasing new devices, 

the MSIT acquired 36,000 smart tablets and provided them to these families for free through 

prompt collaboration with Samsung Electronics and LG Electronics.

In addition, considering that junior-grade elementary students and vulnerable social classes 

can experience difficulties with remote learning, as they may be unfamiliar with how to use 

the necessary devices, support groups were established to visit them and provide support. 

The MOE, Ministry of Gender Equality and Family (MOGEF), and MSIT secured a talent pool for 

visiting low-income families and providing them with support for remote education by working 

together with educational agencies in cities and provinces. In particular, the MSIT established 

a cooperative system so that families in need of support can be visited for consultation 

immediately by utilizing the existing system of 180 informatization trainers for vulnerable 

classes in each region.  
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┃ Securing network stability for remote learning ┃

In responding to the obstacles presented by remote learning, such as users experiencing delays 

in accessing websites and network overload, when schools reopened with online classes, 

which could result in up to 5.5 million students accessing the system all at once, the MSIT, MOE, 

telecom operators, NIA, EBS, and Korea Education and Research Information Service (KERIS) 

formed an emergency task force with cloud service providers in the private sector to establish 

an around-the-clock monitoring system. 

Moreover in coordination with telecom operators, the server capacity and networks of EBS and 

KERIS, which are the most used public Learning Management System (LMS) platforms among 

students for remote learning, were expanded. In the process of dramatically expanding server 

capacity from accommodating 2,000 users to up to 3 million, NIA and LG CNS provided support 

for system optimization so that existing operators could receive support from server operation 

experts. 

The MSIT and MOE distributed and promoted "10 guidances for remote learning" to teachers, 

students, and parents, as part of efforts to prevent network overload and ensure that there 

were no security issues such as personal data breaches or hacking. 

In order to prepare for cyber attacks, such as DDoS attacks, which could occur over the course 

of using remote learning, the National Intelligence Service (NIS) and Korea Internet and Security 

Agency (KISA) conducted intensive monitoring and provided on-site support by dispatching 

personnel to EBS.  

4. Implementation 

Beginning on April 9, the first day of school through online classes, delays were experienced 

when accessing and logging into the EBS and KERIS websites. On April 16, issues such as 

remote learning video disconnections occurred. However, the causes of these problems were 

promptly identified and systematically responded to, stabilizing remote education services. 

The system received positive feedback, as even with over 5 million users accessing it 

simultaneously, it did not go down, despite the short preparation time. The public and private 

partnership also received recognition, as the system was able to be quickly stabilized after a 

problem had occurred. 
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5. Implications 

In order to respond to the prolonged COVID-19 outbreak and a potential second wave the 

government, private sector, and schools must work together to make preparations for 

maintaining the availability of remote education at each stage and guaranteeing the rights of 

students to an education.

Currently, remote education takes a top-down approach, where students watch educational 

content such as those on EBS, and teachers assess their submitted assignments. Inter-

ministerial efforts will be made to establish a platform for a Korean-style remote education to 

ensure that various remote learning solutions can be utilized and that there are remote learning 

courses similar to offline courses, such as real-time interactive classes and hands-on training.
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4-4.    Providing Online Content for S&T Education

●      Due to restrictions on movement caused by COVID-19, scientific and cultural content was provided 

to students and the general public online.

●      The "2020 Online Science Festival" was held and featured various events, including an online 

scientific learning booth, online science experience, and science quizzes.

1. Introduction

Scientific and cultural online content was provided to students for whom the start of the 

school semester was postponed and to members of the general public with restrictions 

on their movements due to COVID-19. A website was also created to prevent the spread of 

misinformation in the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic and provide accurate information 

based on scientific evidence. In addition, a zero-contact online scientific festival, which replaces 

an offline science event that was to be held in April, the month of science in Korea, was held so 

that participants could enjoy the event from the comfort of their own homes. In particular, the 

online scientific festival provided the content through "Science All", a science and culture portal, 

and a "Science Friends Channel," which is accessible on social media platforms such as Youtube 

and Facebook. 

2. Background & Purpose

The onset of COVID-19 marked the first time in Korea that the beginning of the school year 

had to be postponed due to nationwide school closures, depriving students of an education 

and the opportunity for scientific and cultural experiences. Even during the MERS and novel 

influenza outbreaks, the start of the school semester had never been delayed. Restrictions 

were also placed on outdoor activities for the general public amid the coronavirus outbreak, and 

experiential learning opportunities in the fields of science and technology, including scientific 

education, had been dramatically reduced.  

In particular, April is the month of science in Korea, with numerous scientific events being 

held across the nation every year. As most scientific events were delayed or canceled, science 

educational programs and opportunities to experience science and culture were instead 

provided to citizens online. 
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3. Implementation

An online scientific and cultural content website was created on the science and culture portal, 

"Science All" (www.scienceall.com), to ensure that students could continue learning and enjoy 

hands-on activities while minimizing disruptions.

The online scientific and cultural content previously provided by the MSIT and its affiliated 

organizations (Korea Foundation for Advancement of Science & Creavity (KOFAC), National 

Science Museum, Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (KISTI), etc.) was 

integrated into a single online platform, and has been aligned with other science Youtube 

channels from the private sector (One Minute Science, Impossible Science, Science Cookie, 

Cocobora etc.).  

However, it was difficult to promote that scientific activities that had been held offline were 

also accessible online. The MSIT and KOFAC have strived to raise awareness in ways such as 

distributing press releases, promoting guidance materials for teachers, and enhancing inter-

ministerial collaboration.

In order to prevent the spread of inaccurate information on COVID-19 and pass on scientifically-

proven information to the general public, a microsite, "The Website for Providing Scientifically 

Accurate Information on COVID-19" was launched. This was carried out as a follow-up measure 

to the Central Disaster and Safety Countermeasure Headquarters Meeting held on April 9. The 

website features content such as video clips, articles, and audio clips that the general public, 

including students, can easily understand. 

"Science All" has been linked with "e-learning," which is a system supporting online learning for 

primary, junior high, and high school students, in a partnership with the Ministry of Education. 

A banner for the website that provides scientifically accurate information on COVID-19 has also 

been put up to promote its use by students.  

4. Key Features 

┃ Providing scientific and cultural content ┃

A website to integrate all of the online scientific and cultural content being provided by the 

government, as well as the public and private sectors, was launched so that anyone can easily 

access the content from "Science All." Previously released online content has also been aligned 

with famous science Youtube channels from the private sector in an effort to provide more and 

varied content.
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┃ Online scientific festival ┃

In celebration of April being the month of science, the "2020 Online Science Festival," the first 

of its kind, was held so that the public could enjoy scientific content online rather than offline. At 

the online festival, themes reflected the latest scientific issues, and scientific and cultural events 

were also held, including an online scientific learning booth, online science experience, and 

science quizzes.

"Online Science Learning" consists of programs such as lectures on science that supports 

students with studying at home, opportunities to meet authors of scientific books, and mission-

based math and software education programs. The "Online Science Experience Program" is 

comprised of special science museum exhibitions that can be enjoyed online, as well as video 

clips of interviews by scientists. "Scientific Culture to Enjoy" includes programs such as science 

quizzes, concerts related to the field of science, science-centered plays, and other mission-

based programs that encourage student participation. 

5. Implications

┃ Stable operation of the first online science festival ┃

Due to the start of the semester being postponed and the opening of online schooling, high-

quality online scientific and cultural content was provided to students, as their opportunities 

for hands-on learning experiences were limited. The general public was also provided with 

opportunities for scientific experiences in place of the scientific and cultural events that had 

been planned to be held in April. As this was the first attempt to host a scientific event online, 

it is expected that this will serve to promote more content for virtual, no-contact scientific 

experiences in Korea. 

┃ New growth potential for scientific and cultural projects ┃ 

The synergistic effects which made it possible to bring traditionally face-to-face scientific and 

cultural projects to an online platform has extended into other areas as well, as illustrated by the 

excellent scientific books (Science Bookstore), Doodoorim Project (Science Outing), and offline 

scientific lectures (online learning) that have come about.  

 

┃ Need to improve online scientific content systematically ┃ 

Since there is already a variety of online science content available, it is now necessary to focus 

on quality as opposed to quantity, in order to ensure that unique new content can be secured. 
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In addition, it has been recommended that the changing consumption patterns for video 

clips within the general public be analyzed to produce content that best caters to viewers in 

consideration of average video viewing times (Youtube channel viewers watch 12 video clips on 

average). 
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4-5.    Promoting Hands-On Training via Online Platforms

●   In order to overcome the lack of hands-on training followed by the increase in online, remote 

learning, a number of universities have introduced virtual education through simulation.

●   The EDISON* Platform and EDISON MOOC** promote the efficiency of online education through 

simulation and offer a variety of experiences through video, text, and data.

* EDISON : EDucation-research Integration through the Simulation on the Open platform and the Net

**MOOC : Massive Open Online Course

1. Introduction

The lack of hands-on training is an issue caused by the COVID-19 outbreak that has led to an 

increase in no-contact online learning that minimizes human contact. The EDISON Platform and 

EDISON MOOC promote virtual education through simulation and offer a variety of experiences 

through video, text, and data. The EDISON Platform, which was launched in 2011 and celebrates 

its 10th anniversary this year, provides more than 900 simulation software programs and 850 

other educational content items in the field of science and engineering, with a total of 74,231 

students having used the platform in 2,119 courses at 59 universities so far (Figure 4-5-1). In 

addition, EDISON MOOC, which provides 23 courses for hybrid educational content that combine 

simulation software utilization training with existing theory-based lectures, is also available. 

Figure 4-5-1. EDISON Platform: Online Simulation of Electric Conduction of Human Ventricular Insufficiency.
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2. Background & Purpose

It is necessary to cultivate a highly-skilled and practical workforce that can be immediately put 

into R&D and industrial sites anytime, anywhere, without the need for expensive experiment 

equipment. To this end, the EDISON Platform and EDISON MOOC were developed, built, and 

operated to maximize their educational impact by establishing an environment that reflects the 

latest trends in training and hands-on experience, replacing high-risk, high-cost experiments. 

With the spread of COVID-19, the demand for contactless online lectures and hands-on training 

at many universities has soared. Therefore, the need for online lecture content that incorporates 

systematic simulation training has been attracting attention. 

3. Research & Adoption 

The Ministry of Education, Science and Technology (MEST), launched in 2008, has raised 

the need for a new and leading environment where education converges with science 

and technology. In response, the government, which shares the view of the importance of 

establishing a platform and service that links education with research, began carrying out 

projects starting in 2011. A total of seven professional centers have been in operation since then, 

starting with the center specializing in computational thermal fluid that opened in 2011, and 

more centers specializing in areas such as nano-physics, computational chemistry, structural 

dynamics, computational design, computational medicine, and urban environments, being 

added gradually to the list as time went on.

4. Implementation 

The EDISON Platform provides a web-based platform coupled with supercomputers, and is 

used in education and research by developing and equipping simulation software for the science 

and engineering fields, according to sub-sectors of expertise. The EDISON Platform features the 

following functions: Science AppStore, which enables the performance of simulation software  

on the platform; Icebreaker, a heterogeneous computing resource and task management 

framework optimization technology; and Zodia, a computational science engineering workflow 

(Figure 4-5-2).  
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Figure 4-5-2. EDISON Platform Diagram.

EDISON MOOC complies with web-based e-learning standards (SCORM) and provides a 

virtual learning environment that enables the production and provision of various learning 

content without being dependent on the system. It is equipped with web-based production 

tools involving multiple learning elements (Youtube, HTML, PDF, Jupyter Notebook, e-books, 

etc.) and provides an environment where one can run tests with Jupyter Notebook for coding 

practice (Figure 4-5-3). 
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Figure 4-5-3. Content of EDISON MOOC.

5. Key Features

Anyone can use the EDISON Platform anytime and anywhere to interpret simulation results by 

using its free supercomputing computational resources.  

There are also 23 authoritative professors from 13 universities who provide special, selective 

lectures on the fields of science and engineering simulation in Korea. 

A variety of other content to solve problems in the fields of computational science and 

engineering is also provided.
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4-6.    Support for Remote Religious Services

●   Remote religious services have been employed in order to prevent COVID-19 mass infection at on-

site religious gatherings.

●   The government provides support for online religious activities via real-time video platforms and 

for drive-through religious gatherings via broadcasts over the FM radios of vehicles parked near a 

religious facility.

1. Introduction

The MSIT provides support for online religious activities using real-time video platforms such 

as Kakao TV and Naver Band in order to prevent COVID-19 mass infection at on-site religious 

gatherings. In addition, "drive-through religious gatherings," which use the radios of vehicles 

parked in outdoor areas, such as playgrounds and parking lots, have also received support.

2. Background & Purpose

As several clusters of suspected cases in February 2020 arose from having religious services 

held in a small, enclosed space, the government recommended that religious groups refrain 

from having on-site group congregations and replace them with online religious services 

instead, for the sake of the health and safety of the general public. In the early stages, most 

religious groups complied with the government's recommendation. However, as the COVID-19 

outbreak became prolonged, religious facilities attempted to begin on-site religious gatherings 

once again in April. In response, the government repeatedly urged that religious groups refrain 

from having on-site religious services, and subsequently made the decision to provide support 

for online religious activities, via real-time video platforms and religious services broadcast over 

the FM radios of vehicles parked near the religious facility, in order to encourage contactless 

religious services.

3. Research & Adoption

Support from telecom operators was essential in providing the necessary data for online 

religious activities. Although telecom operators from the private sector that prioritize profit 

shared the view of there being a need for such a policy to be implemented, they still maintained 
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the stance of taking a cautious approach to the matter. This is because it was difficult to predict 

how many religious groups would submit applications for support, given that there were 

approximately 40,000 small and medium-sized churches with less than 200 members. In 

addition, the MSIT experienced difficulties in promoting the policies to religious groups, due to a 

lack of information on the status of these groups. 

The government held intensive meetings for two weeks (two video conferences, two face-to-

face meetings) with telecom operators, the Korea Telecommunications Operators Association 

(KTOA), the Korea Association for ICT Promotion (KAIT), Kakao, and Naver. From these 

meetings, a compromise was drawn up on the topics of setting up an indoor 5G communication 

network infrastructure, data provision, and on-site support. In the case of the deployment of an 

indoor 5G communication network, considering the substantial time required for deployment, 

adjustments were made to improve the network quality of existing telecom networks. In the 

case of data support, enough data required for video transmission (50GB per month) would be 

provided for a single line of video transmission terminals to each religious group, to reduce the 

burden on telecom operators to offer data support. For providing personnel support, media 

training personnel at the Korea Association for ICT Promotion (KAIT) (around 1,000 people 

across the nation) would be utilized. Moreover, in order to facilitate promotion, the stakeholders 

agreed to proactively promote, using the network of religious groups overseen by the Ministry 

of Culture, Sports and Tourism (MSCT), which is in charge of managing religious groups. 

FM radio frequencies allocated for radio broadcasting (88~108㎒) had been exceptionally 

permitted for making announcements in international events. However, in response to the 

need for prompt drive-through religious gatherings due to COVID-19, there was a need for 

technical verification on areas of frequency output and interference, and an easing of evaluation 

guidelines for approval which reflected technical capabilities and exceptional circumstances 

were required.  

•    First, the importance of obtaining enough space for an in-vehicle religious service within 

a limited area (e.g. parking lot and playground) through investigation on the radiowave 

environment was highlighted. Moreover, to prevent interference with existing radio 

broadcasting services, the need for limiting the FM transmitter output to 100mW and 

operating it in this way was raised. In addition, to provide support for the prompt operation of 

radio stations amid the COVID-19 outbreak, the evaluation guidelines on approval were eased 

(reduced from seven to four, including frequency output, unwanted emissions, bandwidth) to 

reduce the burden on consumers (religious groups), eliminating the need to deploy workers 

to radio stations.
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4. Implementation 

Religious groups wishing to take part in online religious activities can refer to the "User Guidance 

for Online Real-Time Video Platforms" and be involved in smartphone-based online religious 

activities. A temporary call center was established to offer counseling services for those who 

experienced difficulties understanding the protocols. When a religious group requests support 

from the temporary call center, this request is passed on to the telecom operators, who ensure 

that enough data is being provided for transmitting videos related to religious activities. In 

addition, a system was put in place where an expert can visit the religious group to provide an 

on-site explanation upon request.

Administrative support for obtaining information on applying for a license and equipment 

deployment will be available for religious groups wishing to take part in drive-through religious 

gatherings. The MCST will first review the list of approved religious groups, and then the final list 

will be delivered to the MSIT. In addition, the approval process has been simplified to dramatically 

reduce the time needed to obtain approval from radio stations, since regional radiowave 

management centers are able to designate frequencies using the National Radio Research 

Agency (RRA)'s frequency interference analysis, instead of going through the Headquarters.  

5. Key Features

The government has created and distributed user guidelines on online real-time video platforms 

such as Kakao TV and Naver Band, enabling small and medium-sized religious groups which are 

having technical difficulties with holding online religious services to join online religious activities 

using their own smartphones. In addition, a temporary call center was put into operation 

from April 8 - May 29 to provide guidance via telephone on how to use online real-time video 

platforms. Moreover at the request of several religious groups, media training experts are 

available for on-site visits to provide guidance. 

Furthermore, support has been provided to improve telecom network quality for regions with 

weak telecommunications signals, including 5G, so that videos of online religious activities can 

be transmitted smoothly to smartphones. In order to ease the financial burden on telecom 

operators incurred from video transmissions by religious groups, each religious group is being 

provided with a single line dedicated to video transmission by the telecom operators, which has 

enough data for transmitting videos.
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In addition, 16 religious groups across the country received authorization from low-output FM 

radio stations to hold religious services through the radios of vehicles parked in playgrounds 

and parking lots. This authorization will continue to be utilized in response to COVID-19, and 

an environment has been created for a safe operation of radio stations without frequency 

interference via regional radiowave management centers. 
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4-7.    Development of Cybersecurity Guidelines 

●   As cybersecurity threats have increased due to remote working policies, cybersecurity guidelines 

were developed for both users and data security managers.

1. Introduction 

"The Cybersecurity Guidelines for Remote Working" refers to the information security 

guidelines that should be complied with by users and data security managers during the 

COVID-19 pandemic for preventing damage from hacking and ransomware while teleworking. 

2. Background & Purpose

As part of practicing social distancing to prevent the spread of COVID-19, companies and 

institutions have adopted teleworking policies. Recently, there have been cases of people 

taking advantage of the COVID-19 outbreak to crack passwords and send smishing messages 

(the number of smishing attacks detected: 9,886 cases between February and March) to hack  

smartphones and PCs, and hacking emails have been sent out from both inside and outside of 

Korea. Cybersecurity threats were increasing in the private sector, for example, there were 13 

reported cases of ransomware attacks aimed at infiltrating the security systems of businesses 

and institutions, which had been weakened during the COVID-19 crisis. (the number of 

ransomware attacks reported: one in February → 13 in March)

This has raised the need to develop information security guidelines to ensure that the security 

risks from remote hacking of terminals used in teleworking do not lead to ransomware 

infections or data breaches at businesses. 

3. Implelmentation 

As part of the social distancing efforts, many businesses and institutions have already adopted 

a remote working policy. However, there were no information security guidelines for raising 

awareness about cybersecurity among teleworkers. Therefore, the government began to 

develop cybersecurity guidelines in mid-March of 2020 to come up with measures to ensure 

that information security protocols are complied with during telework. 
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Every cybersecurity issue to be considered in a teleworking environment was taken into 

account when developing the information security guidelines. The guidelines were divided into 

two sections: for users and data security managers. Also, feedback from security experts 

was reflected in the selection of six cybersecurity rules based on important security issues for 

remote working (Table 4-7-1). 

The government posted the cybersecurity guidelines on the websites of the MSIT and affiliated 

organizations and distributed a press release on March 30 to inform the general public of the 

guidelines. Furthermore, the cybersecurity guidelines will be continuously updated amid the 

changing security threat conditions until the COVID-19 situation settles down.  

4. Key Features

The cybersecurity guidelines for users are as follows: ① Ensure your computer is up-to-date; ② 

Update your antivirus software and check your computer's security; ③ Set a password for your 

home router and update its software, and refrain from using private Wi-Fi or public computers; 

④ Use your work e-mail account rather than your personal ones; ⑤ Refrain from visiting 

websites that are unnecessary for your work; ⑥ Beware of ransomware when downloading 

content.

The cybersecurity guidelines for data security managers are as follows: ① Recommend that 

staff use a remote work system (VPN); ② Develop cybersecurity guidelines for staff working 

from home and raise awareness of cybersecurity; ③ Manage user accounts and access levels 

of staff working from home; ④ Automatically log off idle users; ⑤ Conduct enhanced monitoring 

of remote connections; ⑥ Improve cybersecurity for personal and company data (Beware of 

ransomware). 



Table 4-7-1. Cybersecurity Guidelines for Remote Working

For

Users

① Ensure your computer is up-to-date. 

    -    When using your computer for remote working, make sure that your computer's operating 

system and applications are up-to-date.

② Update your antivirus software and check your computer's security.  

    -    Update your antivirus software and regularly scan your computer's security for viruses 

(when teleworking, perform at least one scan a day before accessing the work environment).  

    -    Do not turn off automatic antivirus updates or real-time scanning. 

③    Set a password for your home router and update its software, and refrain from using private 

Wi-Fi or public computers.  

    -    Update the software for your home router and set a password.  

      ※ Include symbols in your password to make it harder to guess 

    -    Refrain from using Wi-Fi at restaurants or coffee shops, and public computers. 

④ Use your work e-mail account rather than your personal ones.

    -    Use the work e-mail account provided by your employer. 

    -    When using a personal account, do not use it for purposes other than work, and be careful 

before clicking a link or running a file.

         ※ You must sign out from your account after reading your e-mail on a public computer. 

⑤ Refrain from visiting websites that are unnecessary for your work.  

    -    Refrain from visiting websites other than those which are required for your job.  

⑥ Bewares of ransomware when downloading content.

    -    When downloading a file from your e-mail or a web browser, avoid downloading suspicious 

files, due to the risk of a ransomware attack. 

    -    Back up your work data on a separate storage device on a regular basis.

For Data 

Security 

Managers

① Recommend that staff use a remote work system (VPN).

    -    Recommend that staff use a VPN, and follow your office's cybersecurity policies. 

    -    If there is no office VPN, update the antivirus software on intranet-connected computers 

and regularly scan them for viruses. 

②    Develop cybersecurity guidelines for staff working from home and raise awareness of 

cybersecurity. 

    -    Develop cybersecurity guidelines and educate workers on PC operating systems, software, 

antivirus program updates, setting a router password, and refraining from visiting websites 

for non-work purposes. 

③ Manage user accounts and access levels of staff working from home. 

    -    Advise staff to create a strong password and minimize the level of access for those working 

from home. 

    -    Require a two-step verification when accessing the VPN (e.g., password and OTP).

④ Automatically log off idle users.

    - Set an automatic log-off from the intranet for idle users. 

        ※ Automatic log-off after 10-30 minutes is recommended

⑤ Conduct enhanced monitoring of remote connections.

    -    Manage teleworkers' network access and monitor for abnormal access attempts.

⑥ Improve cybersecurity for personal and company data (beware of ransomware).

    -    Develop measures to prevent data breaches by adding DRMs to important company 

documents.  

        ※ Authorization should be granted when taking company data outside of the intranet 

    -    Scan for ransomware or viruses when importing files from a staff member's personal 

computer to the intranet. 

    -    Back up important company data. 
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Emergency Relief for MSMEs
 

5-1. Support for MSMEs through Home Shopping

●   Special events for MSMEs were held and online shopping malls were created to boost the sales of 

products from SMEs experiencing economic losses due to COVID-19.

●   Other support measures were also introduced, such as increased mutual cooperation funds, 

payment date deferrals, and support for credit card commissions.

1. Introduction

The home shopping industry shared its concerns with the government that many MSMEs are 

having difficulties due to the COVID-19 outbreak and partnered with the government to develop 

and implement several support plans. In particular, the industry is making efforts to fulfill its 

responsibility as a broadcaster, supporting the sales channels of agricultural, livestock, and 

fishery products to help farmers and fishermen in cooperation with local governments. 

2. Background & Purpose

Since the first broadcast in 1995, Korea's home shopping retail industry has grown rapidly, and 

is now worth 23 trillion Korean won. The industry has contributed greatly to expanding the sales 

channels of micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) as retailers that connect 

consumers and producers.

3. Key Features

First, various special events were held to support the sales of products from MSMEs that 

experienced economic losses, as well as agricultural, livestock, and fishery products. Sales on 

home shopping networks and online shopping malls were also supported (Table 5-1-1). 

In particular, the government tried to minimize the burden on MSMEs by exempting or lowering 

commissions. The government also allowed MSMEs that had performed poorly to get their 

commissions refunded.   
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The government also prioritized MSMEs that had suffered economic damage while utilizing 

existing support programs such as interest-free loans, mutual cooperation funds, and other 

funding programs. Other support measures included increased mutual cooperation funds, 

payment date deferrals, prevention and control support at business sites, and support for credit 

card commissions.

4. Implications

Home shopping networks have voluntarily and preemptively supported the sales of MSMEs, 

farmers, and fishermen suffering from the COVID-19 outbreak in cooperation with the central 

and local governments. This not only provided practical support to them, but also contributed to 

overcoming the national crisis through a public-private collaboration. 

Table 5-1-1. Promotion for Sales of Agricultural, Livestock, and Fishery Products through Home 
Shopping Networks (May - June)

Region
Chungcheong 

Province

Gyeongsang 

Province

Jeolla 

Province

Gangwon 

Province
Nonghyup Total

No. of home 

shopping 

networks

9 5 1 5 3 2 34

No. of 

broadcast
19 5 21 8 2 55
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5-2. Easing Burdens on Private R&D

●   The government eased the burden on MSMEs participating in government R&D projects and 

provided support for MSME labor costs.

●   The government plans to cut royalties for companies and made R&D regulations more flexible.

1. Introduction

Identifying that the COVID-19 outbreak can put a strain on MSMEs' R&D activities with the 

government and affect overall R&D, the government lowered the burden on MSMEs that 

participate in government R&D projects and created a support system for paying MSMEs in cash 

for labor costs. 

2. Background & Purpose

The global economic recession caused by the COVID-19 pandemic plunged the real economy 

in Korea into turmoil. Therefore, companies that conduct R&D have faced difficulties due to 

deteriorating circumstances in areas such as R&D investment and retaining researchers. In 

particular, MSMEs with more limiting conditions were hit harder. 

*  According to a recent survey of companies (a total of 1,490, including 1,432 MSMEs), 47.7% of respondents said 

they will cut R&D investment, and 41.3% of respondents said they will reduce recruitment of researchers. (Korea 

Industrial Technology Association, March 20, 2020) 

Accordingly, the government decided that swift and bold support was needed. Therefore, the 

government flexibly interpreted and applied the current R&D regulations, enabling it to provide 

immediate institutional support without requiring additional financial resources. Support 

measures include reduced burdens for MSMEs, reduced burdens on cash payments, and 

permission to provide cash support for MSME labor costs. 

3. Implementation

In March 2020, as the number of confirmed cases soared, the Ministry of Science and ICT (MSIT), 

Ministry of Trade, Industry, and Energy (MOTIE), and the Ministry of SMEs and Startups (MSS), 

which are responsible for most of the R&D carried out by MSMEs, provided consultations on 

how to support their activities.
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After multiple meetings, the Ministries agreed that bold and systematic measures are needed, 

as the situation might lead to a prolonged economic recession.

Accordingly, a government R&D support plan was devised after reflecting on the opinions of 

industry professionals through director-level meetings across ministries and meetings with 

MSMEs in April 2020, and a final announcement was made during the fourth Emergency 

Meeting on the Economy on April 8, 2020.

The plan is based on an active interpretation of the special provisions of the Regulations on the 

Management, Etc. of National Research and Development Projects, which are the regulations 

for R&D across the ministries. The plan dramatically eases the burden on MSMEs participating 

in government-led R&D projects, and each ministry will formulate and revise detailed operation 

rules and guidelines.  

4. Key Features

The previous version of the regulations stipulated that labor costs should be shouldered by 

the companies, and only the costs for newly hired researchers could be supported by the 

government, but revisions were made for all labor costs to be supported by the government.

Moreover, the share of the research cost burden on companies participating in government-led 

R&D was reduced, and the share of cash payments was also lowered (Figure 5-2-1, 5-2-2).

-   These measures will ease the burden on participating companies by about 1 trillion Korean 

won and cash payments by 820 billion Korean won, which is expected to enable companies to 

secure urgent funds for management.

   *    Burden reductions on private sector by ministry (cash payments): MSIT: KRW 42.6 billion (KRW 13.7 billion); 

MOTIE: KRW 653.8 billion (KRW 511.7 billion); MSS: KRW 296 billion (KRW 296 billion)
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Figure 5-2-1. Changes to Ratio of Burden on Research Costs and Cash Payment of Small-Sized 
Enterprises.

Figure 5-2-2. Changes to Ratio of Burden on Research Costs and Cash Payment of Medium-Sized 
Enterprises.

If the government's R&D support results in improved sales for companies, those companies 

have to pay 10% to 40% of the sales as royalties to the government. The government can extend 

the due date for payments for up to two years, considering ministry budgets, and will prepare a 

plan to cut royalties by ministry during the first half of 2020.   

   The government allowed companies to revise their research goals, period, and plans for the 

private sector to better adapt to external changes.

Research spending will be permitted to be used to cover cancellation fees for meetings and 

events, and expenses such as purchasing hand sanitizers and face masks, due to COVID-19.

As-is To-be

MSIT 25%
20%

(Startup growth R&D, 

MSS, max 10%)

MOTIE 33%

MSS 35%

Burden on SMEs

As-is To-be

S&T 10%, ICT 20%

10%
(S&T sector, MSIT 5%)

40%

40~60%

Ratio of Cash Payments 

As-is To-be

MSIT 40%
35%

MOTIE 50%

Burden on SMEs

As-is To-be

S&T 13%, ICT 26%
10%

(S&T sector, MSIT 8%)
50%

Ratio of Cash Payments 
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5-3. S&T Sharing to Support Disadvantaged Groups

●   The government is planning to expand human and physical S&T resources to address the digital 

divide.

●   The government also provides support for sharing smart devices for online learning, creating 

online learning content, and running mentoring programs.

1. Introduction

The Science and Technology (S&T) Sharing Movement started when the science and technology 

community realized that it had to take social responsibility to tackle the national health crisis 

triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic. The private sector launched a special science and 

technology volunteer group, with the first step taken being sharing human and physical 

resources to address the digital divide felt by underprivileged students.

2. Background & Purpose

After schools in Korea went online due to the COVID-19 pandemic, problems related to 

vulnerable students who do not have access to digital devices surfaced. The government started 

to push forward with a plan to provide human and physical resources from the science and 

technology community to address this digital divide. 

3. Implementation

To overcome the COVID-19 crisis, the Korean Federation of Science and Technology Societies 

took the lead and engaged the Korea Academy of Science and Technology, National Academy 

of Engineering of Korea, National Academy of Medicine of Korea, Korea Industrial Technology 

Association, Council of Agency Chiefs in Daedeok Innopolis, and other regional federations to 

launch a special science and technology committee consisting of regional volunteer science 

and technology consultation groups. The organizations also proposed forming the S&T Sharing 

Movement, bringing together academia, industry, and government players from these fields. 

Moreover, online learning using smart devices and online mentoring for mathematics and 

science education will be provided through collaboration with the four science and technology 

institutes and the Korea Foundation for the Advancement of Science and Creativity (KOFAC). 
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The MSIT submitted a proposal to share unused smart devices from government research 

institutes and science and technology institutes, regardless of the durability of the devices, 

and the council for active administrative affairs agreed to pass the proposal, allowing devices 

purchased within the past five years to be donated.

The Korean Federation of Science and Technology Societies (KOFST) established a new platform 

(http://sr.kofst.or.kr/nanum/) to promote smart device sharing in May 2020, to help the 

campaign be sustainable after the COVID-19 crisis.

Moreover, through sharing devices for online learning, KOFST aims to build an environment for 

vulnerable students to receive an education. It also plans to close the digital divide by creating 

online learning content (KOFAC) and mentoring programs engaging university and postgraduate 

students (four science and technology institutes).

4. Key Features

The smart device sharing campaign platform, the foundation of the S&T Sharing Movement, will 

be conducted as follows.

┃ Process for Registering Devices for Sharing ┃

Members of the science and technology community can go to the website from the platform by 

typing in the region, donor name, contact, and device specifications. 

The webpage also allows the donor to select the recipient to help facilitate sharing. 

┃ Process for Receiving Shared Devices ┃

The user needs to access the website and check the region, device, number, and other 

information, and type in the number of devices and region to receive the shared devices.  

On the main page, an image of "sharing thermometer" will be displayed, providing real-time 

data on donations and sharing promotions.

5. Implications

The S&T Sharing Movement should be more than a one-time event so that continuous support 

can be provided to vulnerable students across the nation. To this end, there needs to be a system 

where due diligence of regular assets by related agencies is carried out to check for spare smart 

devices that can easily be donated. It is also important to ensure the anonymity of recipients and 

fairness in receiving smart devices and registering for mentoring programs, requiring stringent 

privacy protection by the Offices of Education and schools.
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5-4. S&T Financial Support for MSMEs

●   SEMA, which offers high interest rate financial instruments to its members, reached an agreement 

to let S&T company researchers and technologists become SEMA members to ensure their 

livelihood.

1. Introduction

To support young scientists, engineers, and technologists who have been facing difficulties due 

to the prolonged COVID-19 crisis, the Korea Scientists and Engineers Mutual-aid Association 

(SEMA) has dramatically expanded the eligibility requirements for membership in its installment 

savings program and offering them more favorable (0.3%p) interest rates, thereby taking some 

of the management burden off of companies. SEMA also introduced supportive measures for its 

loan program to help ensure the livelihood of its members. 

2. Background & Purpose

SEMA, which offers high interest rate financial instruments and welfare services to its 

members, signed an agreement with S&T companies, agreeing to accept employees of those 

companies as members. 

As SMEs have been experiencing management-related difficulties due to COVID-19, SEMA 

explored ways to expand its membership so that scientists and technologists with certain 

qualifications can join the installment savings plan without having to sign a separate agreement. 

In addition, the installment savings plan will offer an additional 0.3%p interest rate return to 

promote a conducive environment for success among young scientists and technologists and 

SEMA members who have been faced with tough financial conditions due to COVID-19. They 

will also be offered reduced interest rates for delayed payments and relaxed conditions for loan 

extensions.

3. Implementation

To enable scientists and technologists to subscribe to SEMA's financial instruments, a system 

that can verify eligibility needed to be put in place. Therefore, SEMA needed information on the 
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companies they work for, such as research spin-offs, engineering firms, software firms, and 

R&D firms. With cooperation from five organizations, SEMA built a database of about 80,000 

companies which are eligible for membership and created a system where subscribers can check 

their eligibility on the website and purchase financial instruments (Table 5-4-1, Figure 5-4-1).

*    Korea Industrial Technology Association (KOITA), Korea Engineering and Consulting Association (KENCA), 

Korea Software Industry Association (KOSA), Korea R&D Service Industry Association (KORSIA), INNOPOLIS 

Foundation

Table 5-4-1. Eligible Companies and Managing Organizations

Eligible members Criteria Department in charge No. of firms
Managing 

organization

Corporate research 

institute
Accepted

MSIT /

R&D Outcome Utilization Policy 

Division

41,801 KOITA

Engineering firm Report
MOTIE /

Engineering and Design Division
6,807 KENCA

Software firm Report
MSIT /

Software Industry Division
33,696 KOSA

R&D firm Report

MSIT /

R&D Outcome Utilization Policy 

Division

1,863 KORSIA

High-tech firm Designated

MSIT /

Regional R&D and Innopolis 

Promotion Division

62 INNOPOLIS

Research spin-off Registered

MSIT /

Regional R&D and Innopolis 

Promotion Division

883 INNOPOLIS

(Engineers)
Qualification

& subscription

MSIT /

Science, ICT & Future HR Policy 

Division

(15,000 

persons)
KPEA etc.

The database for eligible companies is regularly updated in connection with SEMA and six 

managing organizations. Moreover, a professional in the field can check the eligibility and 

simulate the pensions on the website to enjoy financial benefits and welfare services offered by 

SEMA.
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Figure 5-4-1. How to Sign Up for the Installment Savings Plan of SEMA.

4. Key Features

┃ Installment savings plan for scientists and technologists ┃

The installment savings plan for scientists and technologists through the direct subscription 

system offers an interest rate of up to 3.2% per annum.  Members can choose the term from 

one year, two years, three years, to five years. Members can freely choose to save from KRW 

100,000 per month, up to KRW 100,000,000 of principal on maturity and can add or remove 

accounts. When the plan reaches its maturity, the amount can be redeposited in SEMA's other 

fixed deposit plan (interest rate: 2.2 to 3.0%) or pension plan (compound interest rate: 3.2%). A 
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SEMA member can manage assets in various ways with higher interest rates compared to that 

of commercial banks, from making a sizable sum of money to receiving pensions in the mid to 

long term.  

┃  Installment savings plan with favorable interest rates for young scientists and 

technologists ┃

SEMA offers a favorable rate by 0.3%p to young scientists and technologists. The compounding 

rate amounts to 3.5% per annum for a five-year plan. This rate is offered to scientists and 

technologies aged 39 or younger, for up to KRW 500,000 per month for up to five years. This 

benefit is temporarily offered for once until April 20, 2021 (Table 5-4-2). 

Table 5-4-2. Interest Rates of Installment Savings Plans Offered by SEMA

(As of April 21)

Type 1 year 2 years 3 years 5 years

Interest rate of installment 

savings plan
2.8% 3.0% 3.2%

Favorable interest rate of installment 

savings plan for young scientists and 

technologists(+0.3%p)

3.1% 3.3% 3.5%

┃ Supplementary measures for loans ┃

SEMA will introduce supplementary measures for struggling members, such as lowering the 

interest rate for late payment, expanding the credit line of loans on guarantee insurance, easing 

the criteria for late payment, to support members struggling with stressed financial conditions 

due to COVID-19.  

5. Implications

As SEMA has decided to expand its membership and offer more benefits for young scientists and 

technologists, more industry professionals can enjoy higher interest rates and various welfare 

benefits. It is hoped that this will improve the research environment of young professionals 

working at R&D departments of SMEs at this difficult time due to COVID-19.
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5-5. Response to Telecom Scams

●   In order to respond to telecom scams including smishing (texts) and phishing (calls), a 24/7 

monitoring system was created and the nationwide alert system was enhanced.

1. Introduction

In response to smishing and phishing attempts preying on fears related to COVID-19, the 

government has continued to monitor  telecoms scams and strengthened the alert and response 

system. 

2.Background & Purpose

As COVID-19 related smishing and phishing attempts (downloading malicious apps) and  have 

been on the rise, the government built the 24/7 swift coordination and response system 

and enhanced the alert system to prevent socioeconomic damage of citizens and to address 

concerns.

3. Implementation

As the nationwide alert system and the response system for damage were urgently needed 

against COVID-19 related telecoms scams, the government pursued close cooperation among 

telecommunications service providers and relevant agencies considering that the COVID-19 

crisis is a quasi-state of war. 

4. Key Features

Establish a task force within the Korea Internet and Security Agency (KISA) working round-

the-clock against COVID-19 related smishing attempts and collect suspicious texts from 

telecommunications providers and security firms → Analyze malicious apps in scam texts 

→ Ensure telecommunications providers to urgently block the sender and data leak → 

Promoted information sharing with relevant agencies (Korea Centers for Disease & Control 

(KCDC), the National Police Agency, and Financial Supervisory Service) (Figure 5-5-1).

* No. of detected smishing texts (accumulated): 10,488 texts and 30 malicious apps

* Response: blocking of 35 URLs of malicious apps and 24 URLs tried to glean personal information (as of May 20)
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Figure 5-5-1. Task Force against COVID-19 Smishing Attempts.

The government send warning texts to all citizens through cooperation with telecommunications 

service providers, issuing early warnings for telecoms scam cases (e.g. impersonating health 

authorities or COVID-19 patients or asking for money or inducing access to suspicious URLs, 

purporting to provide information on COVID-19) and response measures.

The government also supported the distribution of anti-phishing apps and mobile vaccines, and 

promoted various prevention services that can be used by citizens*.

* 1) Service restricting subscription: a service restricting new subscriptions or transfer registration

   2)    Service blocking phone number theft: a service preventing sending text messages from stolen phone 

numbers using online websites 

   3)    Kill-switch: a function to remotely control and delete personal information in a smartphone to prevent any 

abuse of information inside a lost phone
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The phone number and URLs will be immediately blocked when reports of smishing or phishing 

are received. Moreover, the government registered the list of phone numbers in advance and 

has been monitoring the situation in cooperation with related agencies, ensuring that the phone 

numbers of healthcare-related institutions cannot be altered (i.e. manipulation). 

The number of telecoms scams is on the decline thanks to the continuous monitoring and 

response against telecoms scams and the five-day rotation system for face mask purchase 

stabilized the mask demand and supply. However, the government will continue to work with 

telecommunications providers and security firms to monitor scams and prevent further crimes.
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International Cooperation
 

6-1. Conference Call on COVID-19  

●   The OSTP heads multilateral conference calls in which scientific measures to contain COVID-19 and 

ways to promote collaboration are shared.  

1. Introduction

In the multilateral conference calls led by the U.S. White House Office of Science and Technology 

Policy (OSTP), science and technology ministers and advisors from 18 countries discussed 

scientific measures to contain COVID-19 and shared ways to promote collaboration (Table 6-1-1).

From the first (Mar. 3, 2020) to the seventh (Apr. 15, 2020) calls, various topics have been 

discussed every week, ranging from diagnostic kits, therapeutics, and research on vaccine 

development to effective ways to share information among countries. Since the eighth call (Apr. 

29, 2020), the call has been held every two weeks, with specific topics being selected for more 

in-depth discussion. At first, 12 countries, including Korea and the U.S., took part, but as the 

meetings progressed, the number of participating countries increased, and now 18 countries 

are taking part.   

Table 6-1-1. Overview of US OSTP-Led Conference Calls 

• (Date/venue) Every other Wednesday. at 19:00 Korean time/teleconference

       ※    (First) Mar. 6, (second) Mar. 11, (third) Mar. 18, (Fourth) Mar. 25, (Fifth) Apr. 1, (sixth) Apr. 8, (seventh) 

Apr. 15, (eighth) Apr. 29, (ninth) May 13, (tenth) Jun. 3, (eleventh) Jun. 17 (held weekly until the seventh 

call)

•    (Participants) Science ministers and advisors from 18 countries: Korea (MSIT), US (OSTP), New 

Zealand, Germany, Brazil, Spain, Singapore, UK, Italy, India, Japan, Canada, France, Portugal, 

Australia, Switzerland, Ireland, and the EU 
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2. Background & Purpose

The global spread of COVID-19 sent an important message to the fields of science and 

technology. The conference call led by the U.S. OSTP recognizes the significance of making policy 

decisions based on scientifically accurate information and evidence. The participating countries 

are striving to find prompt and effective countermeasures to respond to COVID-19 by sharing 

research results, other relevant information, and policy measures taken by each country to 

address COVID-19. 

3. Key Features  

In the conference call led by the OSTP, the participants discussed ways to respond to COVID-19 

from a multilateral perspective; in particular, best practices for responding to COVID-19 

systematically, employing Korea's science and ICT, have been shared. This has led to 

participants in the call acknowledging and expressing support for Korea's swift response and 

countermeasures.  

Korea shared the current status of its efforts to control the COVID-19 outbreak, such as 

diagnostic kit development, app development for contact tracing of confirmed cases, and plasma 

treatment, and recommended that the other participants adopt drive-through screening 

stations and special entry procedures (e.g. point-of-entry screening, installation of a self health 

check mobile application, remote monitoring). Korea also reported on how effective its policy 

for stabilizing mask supplies was in containing the spread of COVID-19, including scaling up 

mask production and limiting mask purchases to two per person. The fact that there were no 

additional confirmed cases from the general elections held in Korea on April 15, which attracted 

worldwide attention, was presented in the call as well.

Under the common understanding that the establishment of an open data platform for prompt 

information sharing is critical in efficiently addressing COVID-19, an open data platform for 

sharing and analyzing COVID-19 research data has been established, and measures for utilizing 

the existing system have also been discussed. Twelve countries, including Korea and the U.S., 

launched the "Public Health Emergency COVID-19 Initiative" on March 13, 2020, which supports 

open access to COVID-19 publications and access to machine-readable data. The launch of the 

initiative has triggered 40 major publishers of academic papers to share their research results 

and publications on COVID-19.

Specific measures have been taken to collect and share COVID-19 data and materials, 

as illustrated by AI tool development and open access being provided to supercomputing 
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resources. Korea introduced KOAR*, an online sharing platform for publications, and DataON, a 

research data sharing platform.  

* KOAR : Korea Open Access platform for Researchers; https://koar.kr

The importance of a joint response in mitigating the COVID-19 outbreak has been underscored, 

illustrated by the sharing of research results among participating countries on topics such 

as serological testing, therapeutic and vaccine development, and clinical trials. Areas where 

participants can work together have been discussed, such as reaffirming the value of serological 

testing in conducting epidemiological investigations, monitoring for herd immunity, and 

identifying recovered patients who test positive again for COVID-19, as well as data sharing for 

developing standards for serological testing. 

The participants shared the update on developing non-human primate and mouse models and 

the results of the clinical trials on candidate materials for therapeutics. Korea introduced the 

results of its modeling, which serves as a reference for predicting the change in the number 

of confirmed cases in other countries upon taking countermeasures against COVID-19 that 

simulate the measures taken by the government, such as implementing social distancing and 

postponing the start of the school semester.  

4. Implications

Korea was able to respond to the spread of coronavirus efficiently by swiftly and accurately 

analyzing the outbreak using science and technology from the onset of the COVID-19 outbreak 

and establishing and implementing relevant policies in a coherent manner.  

The Ministry of Science and ICT (MSIT) shared the current status of its countermeasures 

against COVID-19 outbreak and best practices in policy making in the conference call led by the 

U.S. OSTP based on such experiences so that participating countries can effectively respond 

to the virus. This has served as the venue to actively take part in discussions on global scientific 

agendas in the future and contribute to problem solving process.  
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6-2. Cooperation with International Organizations

●   Korea actively shares its experiences with using science and ICT to tackle COVID-19 with 

international organizations and multilateral consultative bodies, including the G20 and OECD.

●   The G20 has adopted the Ministerial Statement on COVID-19 Response, which recognizes the 

potential of digital technologies, such as AI, for developing diagnostics, treatments and vaccines.

1. Introduction

With the recent worldwide spread of COVID-19, major international organizations and 

multilateral consultative bodies have started holding discussions on how to respond to this global 

crisis. Korea has actively shared its experiences with using science and ICT to tackle the virus.

2. Background & Purpose

Korea has received much recognition for deploying science and ICT to prevent the spread of 

COVID-19. One notable example is the rapid development of COVID-19 test kits using AI. At the 

request of many countries around the world, Korea has shared its experiences with responding 

to COVID-19 using science and ICT and promoted tackling the pandemic through international 

cooperation.

3. Implementation

The government published  How We Fought COVID-19: A Perspective from Science & ICT 

through government-wide collaboration and has shared it with the international community.

4. Key Features

The Vice Minister of the MSIT attended the Virtual Ministerial Dialogue on COVID-19 and Open 

Science hosted by UNESCO on March 30. He presented Korea's COVID-19 response measures, 

including transparent and rapid information sharing and the development of test kits, and 

shared the results of drug repositioning research involving drugs that demonstrated efficacy 

against COVID-19, such as ciclesonide.
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Minister Choi Kiyoung of the MSIT attended the Extraordinary G20 Digital Economy Ministerial 

Meeting on COVID-19 Response on April 30. He presented Korea’s COVID-19 response 

measures*, which actively use ICT, and endorsed the adoption of the G20 Ministerial Statement 

on COVID-19 Response (Figure 6-2-1).

*    AI-driven test kit development, research data sharing platform, social distancing, successfully holding general 

elections during the pandemic, etc.

Figure 6-2-1. Choi Kiyoung, Minister of Science and ICT, at the Extraordinary G20 Digital Economy 

Ministerial Meeting on COVID-19 Response. (April 30, Seoul Central Post Office)

Korea's successful COVID-19 response using science and ICT was also shared at global 

webinars, including those hosted by the World Bank (April 9), George Washington University's 

Institute for Korean Studies (April 23), the UN's APCICT/ESCAP (April 28), and the Asia-Pacific 

Telecommunity (May 18).

* How the Republic of Korea Turned the Tide on COVID-19 Using ICT
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6-3. Partnering with Developing Countries

●   To address the digital divide in developing countries, Korea provided support with producing 

face masks and promoting remote learning using the equipment and personnel available at its 

Information Access Centers (IACs).

1. Introduction 

Since 2002, the MSIT has established Information Access Centers (IACs), consisting of an 

internet lounge, IT training lab, seminar rooms, and production rooms, in 48 countries, to 

address the digital divide and improve ICT education environments in developing countries 

(Figure 6-3-1).

 

Figure 6-3-1. IAC Images.

As global exchanges have stalled and many countries have been suffering from a lack of 

personal protective equipment (PPE) in the fight against COVID-19, IACs have been providing 

support in the form of equipment and personnel.  
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2. Key Features

┃ Support for Producing PPE (face masks) against COVID-19 ┃

The Korea-Paraguay IAC established by the MSIT in Asuncion, the capital of Paraguay, in 

2017 has been pushing ahead with the "Face Mask Production Project Using 3D Printers" in 

cooperation with Asuncion University. The project culminated in the production of 148,148 

medical face shields, which were donated to hospitals in Paraguay (as of May 1, 2020). The 

production will gradually be increased for future donations.  

In the initial stages, the project faced challenges due to the shortage of 3D printers and 

manpower to assemble the face masks, but Paraguay's Ministry of Information and 

Communication Technologies helped to secure components and Korea's National Information 

Society Agency (NIA) provided support in the form of IAC staff, thereby improving efficiency to 

help healthcare professionals.

┃ Learning Support during Lockdown ┃

Meanwhile, during the nationwide lockdown and closures of universities in Costa Rica, the 

Korea-Paraguay IAC, which opened in the capital San Jose in 2014, supported online classes in 

collaboration with National Technical University (NTU).  

The Korea-Costa Rica IAC developed and distributed manuals and guidelines for various 

applications needed for transitioning to online learning, and provides technical support such 

as training. More than 10,000 students at National Technical University have been able to take 

online classes stably. 

When online lectures were first adopted, not all students had access to digital devices such as 

laptops, but the IAC rented out devices to address the problem.

Figure 6-3-2 (A). Mask 
Production.

Figure 6-3-2 (B). Produced Face 
Shields.

Figure 6-3-2 (C). Press 
Interview. 
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Conclusion

Experts predict that a pandemic like COVID-19 could recur at any time in the future, considering 

past pandemics such as SARS and MERS.

If another pandemic sweeps across the globe, Korea's know-how in science and ICT 

accumulated over the fight against COVID-19 can play an important role in each stage of testing, 

contact tracing, and treatment.

At the same time, the government's swift and transparent response, as shown by the Korean 

government during the COVID-19 crisis, and the public's wholehearted trust in and active 

compliance with government measures will be the key to quickly overcoming the next pandemic 

to come.

We hope that Korea's response measures to COVID-19 using science and ICT illustrated in this 

casebook will help countries around the world tackle not only COVID-19 but also potential future 

epidemic crises.
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